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Edward H. Butler 
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Harry W. Rockwell 
1925 
Buffalo State Normal School 
Gertrude M. Bacon 
1923 
Louise M. Cassety 
1928 
Alma Mater 
(As written in 1928) 
A branch that is lifeless and fragile, 
When caught by the gleam of red coals 
Is fanned to a quivering torch flame; 
So love changes all human souls. 
So we whom you love, Alma Mater, 
Are touched by the warmth and the glow 
Diffused on the hearth of your spirit 
As into your service we go. 
Old Campus on Porter A venue 
Now bearing the light from your 
hearths ide, 
Soul-strengthened, inspired by you, 
We shall share the warmth of your 
firelight 
And kindle youth's dull fires anew. 
Helen M. Buyolark 
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Artist Rendition of The" New" 
Rockwell Hall 
Artist Rendition Of The Proposed Campus 
The New Campus 
State Teachers College at Buffalo, formerly Buffalo State Normal School, will move within a few years into the 
beautiful and spacious buildings which will soon arise on the ninety-one acres set aside for the purpose from the 
State Hospital grounds at the Elmwood and Forest avenues. Buffalo will construct a boulevard 106 feet wide and 
over one-half mile in lenght which will separaete the hospital property from thre college grounds. The tract 
will have a depth of 1,106 feet along a line drawn at right angles to Elmwood Avenue; the rear line of this 
property will be 1,428.5 feet in length and will intercept Scajaquada Drive at a point east of the little promontory 
projecting into the creek. 
This tract will be ample to provide for a football gridiron, a baseball diamond, tennis courts, and several 
new buildings as needed for future years. The pressing requirements of the present dictate a neccessity for a 
girls dorm a tory in the near future. The proximity of Delaware Lake will provide for boating and for such winter 
sports as skating and hockey. It is the general consensus of opinion that nowhere in the city could 
a more advantageous location have been found. It combines beauty and unusual park and landscape 
effects with an atmosphere of cultural educational achievement already assured by the presence in the 
neighborhood of the classic Albright Art Gallery, the McKinley Vocational School, a branch of the 
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, a prospective open air theater and the beautiful Historical Building. 
The accession of this remarkable tract and of the buildings which are to be erected on it will not have been 
accidental. As the time approaches for the actual fruition of the plans for the new college location, the realization 
of the source of that progressive step will probably lose emphasis, yet it must be noted that during the few years 
in which the project was initiated and concluded, a number of men worked and fought until all opposition 
was defeated. In March, 1926, in connection with the proposed removal of the Buffalo State Hospital in 
Gowanda, the subsequent housing of the Buffalo State Normal School was considered. A three-day 
hearing was held in Buffalo, beginning on April 12th, under the auspices of the City Planning Commission, 
at the close of which it seemed that the State Hospital could not be moved in the near future, 
but that this did not "neccessarily foreclose the possibility of the use of a portion of that site for the 
expansion of the Normal School." It was not until March 31st, 1927, one year after its initiation 
that the plan was culminated in the signing of a bill by Governor Smith which provided: 
1) That the State of New York cede to the city of Buffalo 85 acres comprising approximately the northern 
half of the State Hospital grounds. 
2) That the State of New York deed over to the city of Buffalo the present Normal School property and grounds. 
3) That the city of Buffalo, under the direction of the State Department of Education erect a new Normal School 
building on the new tract, facing Elmwood Avenue, at a cost not to exceed one and one-half million dollars. 
This bill, now a law, has been prepared by Corporation Counsel Gregory U. Harmon, with the authorization 
of Mayor Frank X. Schwab and the city council. It was introduced in the senate by Senator William J. Hickey 
and in the Assembly by Assemblyman Henry Hutt and was passed unanimously in both houses. 
During the past year, the plans for the new building were started by Sullivan W. Jones and completed by William 
E. Haugaard and have been presented to Edward H. Butler and Dr. Harry W. Rockwell for final examination. 
Martin B. Fried 
Class Of 1929 
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A look back to the 1930's school years at the state Normal school 
6 
"The Jinx Bat At Homecoming 1937" 
The Jinx burning is a tradition that is believed 
to ward off any bad luck that may linger where 
one of our teams is playing. 
A well-dressed 1937 soccer team embarks on a road trip. The 
man on the left is Coach Hurbert Coyer- the football and track 
field was later named to honor his achievements in promoting 
athletic competition at the college. 
Lois Jane Terry 
Carolyn Sega Displaying A Hairstyle Of The 1940's 
7 
Cheers and fire ward off defeat 
Running The Rapids 
8 
A Clean Start 
These Pictures came from the 19 51 
and 1955 editions of the Elms. 
The theme of 1955 was "Eager Eyes 
and Willing Hands?' 
College Camp 
State University 
Of 
New York 
College 
For 
Teachers 
At Buffalo 
• 
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Learning Hands ... 
9 
Study and relaxation Picture, 1962 
1963 
1965 
10 
1967 
A tribute to Walt Disney 
Homecoming 1962 
Student Teaching 
11 
Is He For Real? 
The BSC Orangemen Became The Bengal Tigers. 
Before The Falls ... 
12 
Pam Graf and Joe Twardowski making sure the equipment 
is working perfectly. 
I 
Working As Hard As Usual ..• 
Dave Meinzer 
& 
Vicky Lippa 
e 
SO's 
13 
Homecoming ... Is that Jim Carrey? 
The90~ 
14 
Please guys ... don't pull a "Norwide"! 
Braaaaahckport ... Braaaaahckport ..... . 
This pic is from Homecoming 1994 against 
Brockport ... Marv, thanks for the inspiration! 
A Tiger At The Buffalo Zoo 
The Homeless At BSC??? 
During a Sleepout sponsored Alpha Omega Zeta ••• 
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From the 1996 
Yearbook 
110ut of the 
Ordinary'' 

Janette Dressed To Kill. 
18 
Homecoming 
Parade 
" ... 
Cheerleaders Pose At The Tailgate Party. 
Homecoming 
King And Queen 
NTSO Members Restore The Roar 
With The Roaring Twenties. 
19 
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sponsored by WBNY and BCMK 
(Buffalo College of Musical Knowledge) 

Sunday, November 1, 1998 
8PM in the Sports Arena 
Buffalo State College 
••••••••• SUR 
·-------· 
TICKETS: Advance • $8 Students wl BSC 10 (sold only at the BSC Student Union Ticket Office; limit 2 per I D); $12 All Others. 
Advance nckets sold at the BSC Student Union ncket Office (878-6511 I and all WNY Ticketmaster Outlets. 
All tickets $15 Day-of-Show • Seating is General Admission • Doors Open 7PM • For info call 878-6728 
A Trip To Letchworth 
33 
"I Can't Take It Anymore!!!" 
34 
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Haunted Halloween 
. Bash'98 
36 
The members of NTSO and many other organizations 
helped put together the annual halloween party this year. 
As you can see ... it turned out bootiful!!!! 
37 
Winners of The '98 Ugly Awards. 
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Student Support 
Services 
Junior Bengal of SSSP. 
Annual Retreat 
41 
More On Homecoming : 
''98" Homecoming Party 
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Members Of NTSO Showing Spirit! 
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Are W~ Watching The Sam e Game Here'" ... 
48 
Get 
Down''' ••• 
.. 
Busted! 
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Artwork By 
Garfield Knott 
Untitled 1994 
Duppy Conquara 1993 
Earth Angel1997 Watercolor 
Bob 1995 Silkscreen 
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The Looking Glass 
Stumbling blindly through the cold 
Reflecting on the stories told 
of men who faced ten thousand more 
Discomforts in the years before. 
Then onward ' til I reach the point 
which leads me to my favorite joint. 
Here I sit with glass in hand, 
Listenin' to a local band. 
Then suddenly to my surprise , 
A man appeared with deep, brown eyes ! 
Struggling just to turn away , 
The voice within began to say , 
"There's peace among such goodly men , 
Relax .. . and buy a round again:' 
Reaching for my stash of gold 
I bought the poison that they sold 
And passed it to the chosen few , 
Selected for this monent too . 
We drank it down and then some more 
Forgetting then, we had to store 
Enough away- though at our peak, 
We put it all off'til next week. 
As we consumed the alcohol, 
I noticed something on the wall. 
Besides the bottle of vermouth, 
There it hung the naked truth. 
And after paying for the beer 
The looking glass began to clear. 
I saw myself a ragged bum. 
Destroyed by whiskey, wine and rum. 
I searched for something I could blame, 
A name I knew so very well, 
Forgotten in me for a spell. 
The only one to blame was me, 
And not our great society. 
For all along I've known the Way, 
Yet chose to fight another day. 
Perhaps somehow throughout the years, 
Something heard my lonely prayers 
To send a blessed angels hand, 
To help me finally understand. 
Before I let the moment pass, 
I thank the one who cleared the glass. 
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The drawings to the left and below are from NTSO 
Member Sue Browne. ((No Chaser", the cartoon to the lower 
left, is by Brad Nugent. 
I 
/ 
I 
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Flying 
In circles, 
amongst the flocks. 
Each one of us 
alone. 
Yet, content, 
serene. 
Rubbing up 
against 
one another. 
Bumping into 
ourselves. 
Constantly searching 
for another 
angel 
to fly 
next to us 
in freedom. 
Susan M. Browne 
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The Rose 
by Susan Browne 
Life is like a rose. 
It is beautiful. 
Its aroma fills our senses. 
Like a rosebud 
a child will bloom, 
each one perfect 
in its own way. 
And in its prime 
the essence is overwhelming. 
But, for only too short a time. 
And like a rose 
life withers, 
the essence is lost 
and its beauty becomes forgotten 
in the abundance of the garden. 
Its petals fall 
and the rose is gone 
and the garden is filled again. 
Joshua, Hailey, and Ryan Zasowski 
Self-portrait of Dracula done from a mirror. 
Cartoons courtesy of the Record and S. F. Baumgartner. 
r'M ~ORE- Gt~D A\l 
THE N£'r.J 1REES GoT 
PL.t1Nfe.P fJet=:oRE &HooL 
STARTED. 
Record Cartoons 
The cartoons on this and the previous 
page are from various editons of 
Buffalo State's Newspaper The Record. 
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La Unidad Latina 
Lambda Upsilon Lambda Paternity Inc. 
(Left To Right): Enzo Martinez, Miguel D. Hernandez, Anibal Soler. Second Row: Giovanni Anchundia, 
Paul Yanez, Kevin Lopez, Andy Fernandez, Gus Richart. Third Row: Anthony Camacho, Inshan 
Khairullah, Jeffery Martinez, Lenny Yanez . .Fourth Row: Nasar Abdur- Rahman 
65 
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Anthony Camacho's Fall of 1998 Study Abroad in 
Osaka, Japan at Kansai Gaidai University 
Anthony's 5 month experience was spent studying the creative and cognitive dynamics of Japan's 100 
most innovative people, a self and career business class, and spoken Japanese. 
Above: Anthony stands in front of the ltsukushima Shrine in Hiroshima, Japan. 
Anthony gets a personal tour from Japan's traditional geisha women, in their typical Kimono 
costume in Kyoto, Japan. He was sightseeing at Japan's famous temples in Kyoto, which was 
not too far from his homestay. 
Adelante 
Estudiantes 
Latinos 
Left To Right/ Back To Front: Victor Reyes, Luis Cruz, Frank Honrado, Fransico Martinez, Julio Abad, Cristina 
Montero, Yolanda Santos, Veronica Hernandez (Treasurer), Wendy Oliva, Jackeline Garzon (President), Mike 
Rivera, Rob Cruz, George Garris, Tamara Covington, Kathy Cordero, Ruthie Vega, Daisy Castro (Secretary), 
Zuelema Calderon, Elaine Castro, Zobeida Almonte, Angeline Bonet( V- President), Rosie Castielo, Jose 
Rodriquez, Migue, Marta Sanchez, Yvan Limbal, Paul Yanez, Lily Crispin, Katherine Cardena. 
Jewish Student Organization 
(The Chabad House) 
CHAI (the Chabad House) Jewish Student 
Organization is a social and educational 
organization for college men and women. 
CHAI's purpose is to familiarize students with the 
Jewish culture and traditions through activities in 
the student union, as well as the Chabad House 
Jewish Student Centers. Activities include displays, 
movies, and social events celebrating the different 
holidays with cultural foods and field trips. 
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Radio 
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United Student's 
Government 
Front To Back- Row One: Daphine Caller-President, Kim Walker- Vice Treasurer, Paulette 
Bates- Executive Vice President. Row Two: Marlon Roberts- Treasurer, Todd Hillman. 
Row Three: John Christopher. 
999-
1199-
299-
99-
99-
99-
1699-
1799-
1899-
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Non- Traditional Students Organization 
Back To Front- Row 1: Jim, Joe Hasset, Sue Browne, Lorieann, Ad dam Hatch. Row 2: 
Jane, Dawn LaMendola, Seth, Juliana, Lily Harrington, Pam. Row 3: Ed, Dan, Nicole, 
Chris. Row 4: (We appologize but we don't have the names of the last two gentlemen). 
The NTSO is a student 
organization that has over 300 
members. They participate in 
various activities throughout the 
year. The organization also 
partakes in sporting events such 
as kickball against the Record, 
and bowling. 
Tom l=itzgerald being his usual selt! 
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The Yearbook at Buffalo State College 
The Elms Yearbook at Buffalo State College has gone through many changes in the past years. The lack 
of staffing and funds alone has had a great impact on the turnout of this book. Though we did our best, 
next year's book will be a great deal better. We would like to thank the Record newspaper staff, Vicky 
and Dave in Press Services, Delaware Camera Mart, everyone in USG, and Dave (our Jostens Rep.), for 
all their help and putting up with our shenanigans. Thank you also to all the people who pitched in 
with taking the photographs. 
Editor- In- Chief: Carrie Pinkowski 
Layout Editor: Lynette Trudeau 
Co- Layout Editor: Amy Stickney 
Photo Editor: Dale Bieber 
Business Manager: Nicole Bullen 
Secretary: Tom Fitzgerald 
Photographers: The Elms Staff, 
Tamara Covington, Press Services, 
student submitions, Lisa Smith, Ad dam Hatch, Jeff Smith 
• 
• 
-
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
A Friend Of the Elms 
-+-
~ 
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Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity Inc. 
Halloween Bash at Fat Cat's 
( 
/ 

esume 
• 
erv1ces 
Vicky Vullo hard at work!!! 
Vicky advises students on resume packages during the Commencement Kickoff. 
78 
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COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION 
Muriel A. Moore, Ph.D. 
President of the College 
Bonita R. Durand, M.S. 
Exec. Asst. to the President 
Anthony J. Chase, M.A. 
Asst. to the President for 
Documents & Presentations 
Saundra Fitzgibbon 
Second Assistant to the President 
Dolores E. Battle, Ph.D. 
Senior Adviser to the President for Equity & Campus Diversity 
Dennis K. Ponton, PhD. 
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
M. Virginia Wyly, Ph.D. 
Mark T. Bausili, M.S. 
Registrar 
Linda Gleckel, M.S. 
Interim Spec. Asst. Vice Provost for Academic Support Services 
Florence Johnson, M.S.Ed. 
Title IV Director 
Joseph T. Murray, C.A.S. 
Coordinator Pre-Collegiate Programs 
Karen L. Johnson, M.L.S. 
Interim Director Academic Skills Center 
Leon Smith, Ph.D. 
Director Academic Standards 
Ellen M. De Wind, Ph.D. 
Interim Director New Student Programs and Academic Advisement 
Susan M. Hill, B.A. 
Coordinator Native American Student Services 
Jean-Francois Gounard, Ph.D. 
Director International Student Affairs 
Joan McCool, Ph.D. 
Interim Director Counseling 
Timothy R. Ecklund, M.S. 
Director Residence Life 
Theresa R. Stephan Hains, M.D. 
Director Student Health Services and Medical Director 
Angeline M. Price, R.N. 
Assistant Health Services Director 
Alice H. Sullivan, R.N. 
Assistant Director Health Services Education 
Stephanie Zuckerman-Aviles, M.Ed. 
Director Career Development Center 
Alfonso Scandrett Jr., Ph.D. 
Director Intercollegiate Athletics 
Associate Vice President for Undergraduate Education 
Lee Ann Grace, Ph.D. 
Director International Education 
Wendel B. Wickland, M.S. 
Director Special Programs 
Rosalyn A. Lindner, PhD. 
Interim Director, Teaching, Learning & Assesment Center 
Robert J. Stephen, M.Ed. 
Assistant Dean and Director Lifelong Learning 
Lisa M. Cote, M.S. 
Coordinator of Special Programs 
Margaret Shaw, Ed.D. 
Coordinator of General Studies Interdisciplinary Unit 
Roswell Park IV, Ph.D. 
Coordinator of Adult Services, Evening Student Assistance Center 
Lois A. Hellriegel, M.S. 
Coordinator of Non Credit/Community Service 
Maryruth Glogowski, M.L.S. 
Director, E. H. Butler Library 
Cynthia Eggleston, M.S.Ed. 
Interim Director Educational Opportunity Program 
Emile C. Netzhammer III, Ph.D. 
Interim Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Paul T. Collyer, M.Ed. 
Interim Director Admissions 
Michael E. Woodruff 
Interim Director Financial Aid 
Thomas G. Kinsey, Ph.D. 
Interim Dean of Graduate Studies and Research 
David P Wegenast, D.S.W. 
Director Center of Development of Human Services 
Donald). Jacobs, Ph.D. 
Director Center for Applied Research 
Ted Turkle, M.A. 
Interim Director Research Services and Administration 
Susan A. McCartney, M.B.A. 
Director Small Business Development Center 
Hal D. Payne, J.D. 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Phillip Santa Maria, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President and Dean of Students 
Charles B. Kenyon, Ph.D. 
Assistant Vice President 
Donald W. Blundell, M.S.Ed. 
Interim Director Student Life 
John S. Frederick, Ed.D. 
Coordinator CommuterServices 
Gail V. Wells, B.S. 
Coordinator Minority Student Services 
81 
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Daniel Thiel, B.S. 
Director Child Care Center 
Gary E. Vickers, M.B.A. 
Executive Director Auxiliary Services - Faculty Student Association 
Stanley Kardonsky, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Finance and Management 
Gary J. Phillips, C.P.A., Ed.M. 
Associate Vice President and Comptroller 
Barbara A. Meyer, B.A. 
Senior Assistant to Vice President 
Thomas E. Coates, B.A. 
Events Manager 
Dorcas L. Colvin, M.A. 
Associate Vice President Human Resource Management 
James J. Yager, M.B.A. 
Facilities Coordinator 
Judith B. Basinski, M.B.A. 
Director Computing Services 
Ronald N. Brown Jr., B.A. 
Director SUNY Information Technology Exchange Center 
Lou Ward 
Director Public Safety 
Patricia Chambers Alessandra, B.A. 
Director College Relations 
Tadeusz S. Pietrzak, B.A. 
Director Burchfield-Penney Art Center 
Carmine A. Grande, DPS, CFRE 
Vice Pres. for Inst. Advancement and Development and 
Executive Director Buffalo State College Foundation 
Kathryn A. Ward, M.A. 
Director Alumni Affairs 
James A. Thor, B.S., C.P.A. 
Financial Director 
Carolyn A. Morris 
Director External Development 
Nanette Tramont, R.N. 
Director News Services 
Gail F. Maloney, Ph.D. 
Associate Director of Athletics/Women's Basketball Coach 
Richard J. Bihr, M.B.A., M.S. 
Assistant Director/Men's Basketball Coach 
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1998 Buffalo State Bengals 
First Row( Left to Right): Nick Villa, Aaron Woloszyn, Scott Hausauer, Craig Dana, Jon Crumley, Aaron 
Vanderlip, Dave ldzik, Mike Zappia, Carl Petroziello. Second Row: Jeremy Pichany, Brandon Janesz, 
Omar Rimlawi, Nick Runco, Jon Girard, Dave Reilly, Joe Malecki, Melvin Parris, Greg Rogers, Jason 
Waterman, Brain Hillman. Third Row: Don DiGiacomo, Tom Lawniczak, Chris Henry, Tom Shamp, 
Craig Pasucci, Mike Trance, Jeff Mackey, John Spruill, Tim Seifert, John LaBelle, Tommy LaBelle, 
Lamar Chestnut. Fourth Row: Lamar Wilson, David Winter, Dennis Martin, Keith Murphy, Nick 
Stepien, Mike Stachewicz, Ted Bucierka, Mike Wegman, Ron Lobdell, Jeff Hutchinson, Jason McCabe. 
Fifth Row: Greg Cia beaux, Jeremy Janese, Matt Rhodes, Mike Prestidge, Jason Mackiewicz, Andrew 
Hering, R. Gary Gonzales, Larry James, Rodney Randall, Derek Baker, Shawn Starks, John Williams. 
Sixth Row: Tod Warthling, Bill Schum, Kevin Moyer, Ron Tumbry, Brian Testa, Joseph Smyntek, Hans 
Mann, Nate Van Husen, Richard Todd, David Battaglia, James Johnson, Jerell Thompson, Dion 
Foendoe. Seventh Row: Rudy Volcy, Paul Manchester, Rick O'Neil, Eric Kraft, Cesar Stephen, Aaron 
Hunter, Chris Wolcik, Eric Lunser, Billy Young, Andrew Fitting, Marcus Thompson, Rakiem Legrande, 
Jeff Rivenburg. Eighth Row: Manager Todd Hillman, Jason Rozak, Corey Reichard, Jim Yager, Marc 
Hoppy, Jamie Casullo, Jameel Ghani, Tim Round, Star Hanley, Mike Matthews, Brian Schiess, Tony 
Favata. Ninth Row: Luke Silliman, Tracy Bacon, Mark Warner, Fred Blanchard, Terry Bitka, Head 
Coach Jerry Boyes, Vince Mazza, Joe Harrington, Bobby Erhardt, Gene Zinni, Dick Adams. 
Bengal Seniors 
Craig Dana Carl Petroziello 
Split End Guard 
Scott Hausauer Aaron Vanderlip 
Linebacker Fullback 
Dave Idzik Aaron Woloszyn 
Tackle Linebacker 
Dan La uta Mike Zappia 
Tackle Flanker/ Punter 
Buffalo State 
Cheerleaders 
First Row: Rachel V., Keiyanna H., Tammy Z., Barb M., Dana J., Second Row: Jackie 
P., Tara R., Sarah H., Emily S., Heather P., Lindsey L., Jen B., Third Row: Kelly S., 
Jodi W., Rasey G., Jim, Tina B., Omarll B., Ramey G. 
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Women's 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
First Row( Left to Right):Kim Feroleto, Tiffany Jackson, Tina Williams, Celina Torres, Renee Witt, Yashica Martin, Delrease Tota, 
Tereshia Fell Second Row:Assistant Coach Joe Piscopo, Julie Jackson, Starr Rae Wooden, Krista King, Karynne Helmer, Cora 
Humphreys, Dr. Gail F. Maloney, Sara Woodworth, Courtney Drisdom, Chrissy Milleville, Nicole Vargas, Assistant Coach 
Theresa Walsh, Assistant Coach Tim Williams 
Men's 
First Row( Left to Right): Quwane Johnson, Steven Becker, Erik O'Bryan, Raymond Owusu, Aaron McFollins, J.R. Kemp, 
Second Row: Assistant Coach Fred Batchelor, Earl Carpenter, Leshawn Oates, Justin Booth, Head Coach Dick Bihr, Shawn 
Haseley, Brandon Jones, Jason Wheeler, Assistant Coach Darryl Harvin 
87 
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Buffalo State 
-• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-· 
First Row( Left to Right): Brian Weaver, Travis Ramsay, Jeff Ventura, Dave Erwin, Head Coach Jim Fowler, Chris Ciamaga, 
Steve Schilkey, Nick DeSantis, Pat Holden Second Row: Assistant Coach Regis Marrale, Nick Cosky, P.J. DiPirro, Sam Monaco, 
Trever Harrington, Jamie Ronayne, Anthony Rizzi, Todd Nowicki, Dan Hafner, Jason Thomas, Assistant Coach Mark Jagord 
Third Row: Eric Bavisotto, Donnie Humphrey, Mark Falkowski, Ken Goetz, Steve Smith, Braden Crowley, Jad Ramsay, Rocky 
Reeves, Jason lorenzo, Kevin Dunbar. 
Bengal 
Captains 
#6 Dave Erwin,# 19 Chris Ciamaga, 
#27 Steve Schilkey, #5 Jeff Ventura 
Joe Nuszk<m ski: 
1997-1998 Team i\1\'P 
Joe u~;k.m\ ..,ki \\'<l'- the fir-..L foUl -
~ car player tn graduate from Buffalo 
Stale. La!->L sea..,on. he llni..,hed third 
on the team in points. llr..,L 111 game-
" inning goal.., and \\a.., named i\ 1\' P. 
Career Statistics 
-t Sea..,on-, 
~Q Game.., 
16 Go,d.., 
15 ,· \s-.i"t" 
31 Point.., 
-
Brian Hannigan: 
GTE Academic All -.\me rican 
Brian Hannigan \\ .~-.. rwmed LO Lhe 
GTE Academ1c ,\11 -American Team al the 
conclu-.1on of the 'J7-lJX sea..,on. I !annigan 
i" the fiN p!a)er Ill Lhe ..,JlOrt hi<.,lor) of 
Buffalo State Hnd.e) tn recei\ e Lhi" honor. 
Career Statistics 
2 Sea..,on.., 
36 Game-.. 
!6 Goal-.. 
13/\..,..,i-..t-. 
2lJ Point.., r~an HaMigan 
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Women's 
(1998-1999) 
First Row( Left to Right): Kelly Kochems, Marie Parks, Kate Applegate, Jessica Mang, Tami Sartori, Brook Carlson, Mindy 
Greenauer Second Row: Jennifer Straub, Amber Kehr, Assistant Coach Susan McClary, Head Coach Glen McClary, Assistant 
Coach David McClary, Kemi Foster, Suzanne Cook. 
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Men's 
/ 
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Women's 
First Row( Left to Right) : Mia Bianco, Kelly Bachman, Marissa Wexler, Laura 
Williams, Carrie Wiatr, Colleen Easterby, Katie Zuber, Mara- Anne Jones, 
Tamara Burbee Second Row: Delrease Tota, Mandy Metzinger, Tracy Weimer, 
Eileen Schubert, Head Coach Rudy Pompert, Kerri McCabe, Kathleen Plis, Stacy 
Clark, Christine Hammer. 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Women's 
\ 
, .. 
I 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Sports Not Represented: 
Rugby Club 
Women's Lacrosse 
Softball 
Bowling Club Team 
Cross Countrx 
Track& Field 
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Fateen M. Abdellatif 
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 
Business Studies 
Raul Alcerro 
Bronx, N.Y. 
Hospitality Management 
Christopher M. Asiello 
Corning, N.Y. 
Business Studies 
Garfield Adamson 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Biology 
Rafael Amarante 
New York City 
Criminal Justice 
Lisette Batista 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Psychology 
Baffour Adjei 
Bronx, N.Y. 
Health& Wellness 
JoAnn Shenetha Austin 
Logan, Utah 
Psychology& Liberal Arts 
Candace L. Bautz 
Lancaster, N.Y. 
Business 
Taryn Brooks 
Spring Valley, N.Y. 
Hospitality Administration 
Cherie L. Burau 
Hamburg, N.Y. 
Exceptional Education 
James A. Clemens 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
Broadcast Communications 
Susan Browne 
Batavia, N.Y. 
Art History 
Miriam I. Bustos 
Bronx, N.Y. 
Psychology 
Ami B. Cole 
Alden, N.Y. 
Elementary Education 
Nicole Bullen 
Queens, N.Y. 
Health& Well ness 
Kimberlee Lynn Chechak 
Rochester, N.Y. 
Dietetics 
Stephanie M. Cole 
Syracuse, N.Y. 
Economics 
101 
102 
Marjorie Cooper 
Buffalo, NY 
Political Science 
Lily Crispin 
NewYork, NY 
Broadcasting 
Naomi D. Deas 
Brooklyn, NY 
Sociology 
Charmaine Crayton 
Syracuse, NY 
Business 
Colleen Daley 
East Aurora, NY 
Sociology 
Patricia S. Dee 
Tonawanda, NY 
Business Studies 
Charnetta E. Crayton 
Syracuse, NY 
Economics & Finance 
Rebekah Davis 
Buffalo, NY 
Broadcast Communication 
Harn-Ru Ding 
Taiwan 
Hospility & Finance 
Thomas Doyle 
Philadelphia, PA 
Criminal Justice 
Debra Eck Gampietro 
West Falls, NY 
Vocational Technical 
Education 
Ralph D. George 
New York, NY 
Fashion Design 
La Fraya Fields 
Buffalo, NY 
Elementary Education 
Jeffrey Gandulla 
Fallsburg, NY 
Computer Information 
Systems 
Jeremy Gonzalez 
Queens, NY 
Broadcast Communication 
Christina Fonseca 
Buffalo, NY 
Business Studies 
Anastasia George 
Brooklyn, NY 
Social Work 
Jill M. Gonzalez 
Niagara Falls, NY 
Exceptional Education 
103 
104 
Janeen J. V. Greene 
Selden, NY 
Social Work 
Mathew Jakob Harrington 
Buffalo, NY 
Music Communication 
Angelette C. Hayes 
Buffalo, NY 
Business Administration 
Lilia Gutowski 
Buffalo, NY 
Elementary Education 
'\ 
.. "-
Madge J. Harris 
Hempstead, NY 
Sociology 
Shannon Hayes 
Old Forge, NY 
Dietetics 
Cynthia A. Hanna 
Buffalo, NY 
Special Education 
Scott Hausauer 
Depew, NY 
Geoscience 
Marvin D. Hill 
Wilson, NY 
Secondary Education 
Nicole Hogan 
Rochester, NY 
Sociology 
Sharessa Hughey 
Rochester, NY 
Sociology 
Leslie Kee 
Buffalo, NY 
Elementary Education & 
Sociology 
Erica Horne 
New York, NY 
Health & Wellness 
Molly R. Johnson 
Lancaster , NY 
Elementary Education 
Shaist a Khan 
East Meadow, NY 
Biology 
Myzette R. Howell 
Buffalo, NY 
Broadcasting 
Richard G. Jung, Jr. 
Fort Gordon, Georgia 
Criminal Justice 
Nabil A. Khan 
Pakistan 
Computer Information 
Systems 105 
106 
Shondell L. Kirton 
Rochester, NY 
Business Studies 
Christy Kovoor 
India 
Broadcasting 
Dawn M. LaMendola 
Snyder, NY 
Sociology 
Melanie Kloc 
Cheektowaga, NY 
Dietetics 
Susan Kreutz 
Lockport, NY 
Exceptional & Elementary 
Education 
Jessica Leigh LaPoint 
N. Tonawanda, NY 
Speech Language Pathology 
Allison Knighton 
Depew, NY 
Business Studies 
NO 
PICTURE 
AVAILABLE 
Milton R. Lamb 
Buffalo, NY 
Fine Arts 
Yeeman Lee 
NewYork, NY 
Fashion Design 
Anne L. LeVay 
Albany, NY 
Elementary Education 
Silvia Lloyd 
Buffalo, NY 
Public Relations & 
Advertising 
Loc Mai 
Syracuse, NY 
Business Studies 
Ronald S. Levine 
Buffalo, NY 
Elementary Education 
Mick P. Louis-Jacques 
Tonawanda, NY 
Social Work 
Lameyci Martin 
Brookly, NY 
Sociology 
Katrina D. Lindstrom 
Tonawanda, NY 
Interior Design 
Shaun Maddox 
Buffalo, NY 
Business Studies 
Megan McCarthy 
New Windsor, NY 
Broadcast Journalism 
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108 
Edelyne Mercredi 
Bronx, NY 
Political Science 
Jason Mills 
Buffalo, NY 
Industrial Technology 
Allene Moskal 
North Tonawanda, NY 
Psychology 
Melissa A. Miele 
Westchester, NY 
Business 
Rashid D. Minott 
Bronx, NY 
Communications 
Justin Murawski 
Rochester, NY 
Elementary Education 
Rosanne Miller 
Niagara Falls, NY 
English 
Deanna Miserantino 
Utica, NY 
Exceptional Education 
Richard Myles 
Niagara Falls, NY 
Social Work 
Shariffa A. Nashir 
Lackawanna, NY 
Elementary Education 
Sharice I. Nowell 
Manhattan, NY 
Health and Wellness 
Avani Patel 
Newburgh, NY 
Computer Information 
Systems 
t 
Richard Nelson 
Clifton Park, NY 
Electrical Engineering 
Elizabeth 0. Palmieri 
Lockport, NY 
Journalism 
Amy Lyn Petkovsek 
Dolgeville, NY 
Spanish 
Kristin I. Nesbitt 
Tonawanda, NY 
Sociology 
Sandhya Parathath 
Hicksville, NY 
Social Work 
Maureen S. Portman 
West Seneca, NY 
Humanities 
109 
11 0 
Shawna Powell 
Mount Vernon, NY 
Exceptional Education 
Nalini L. Rambali 
New York, NY 
Business 
Lori M. Ray 
Buffalo, NY 
Social Work & Psychology 
Delbert Prince 
Brooklyn, NY 
Sociology 
Arnie lynne Rampino 
Kenmore, NY 
Elementary Education 
Debbie Reyes 
Buffalo, NY 
Exceptionai/Eiemntary 
Education 
Jeannie Radu 
New York, NY 
Secondary Education/ 
English 
Ericka G. Rankin 
Niagara Falls, NY 
African & African American 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Ezekiel Richard 
Bronx, NY 
Business Studies & minor in 
Economics and Finance 
Stephanie L. Riddoch 
Alden, NY 
Elementary Education 
Marlon Roberts 
New York, NY 
Philosophy 
Joseph Sanders 
Bronx, NY 
Elementary Education 
David Rivas 
Gualey, Rep. Dominicana 
Broadcasting 
Sharese Robertson 
Niagara Falls, NY 
Criminal Justice 
Robert Sansone 
Lancaster, NY 
Business 
Michael A. Rivera 
Buffalo, NY 
Computer Information 
Systems 
Melissa A. Robinson 
Lackawanna, NY 
Elemetary Education 
Robyn Scweitzer 
Amherst, NY 
Elementary Education 
111 
11 2 
Jonathan S. Sharp 
Rochester, NY 
Social Work & Elementary 
Education 
Jeanette Smith 
Sloan, NY 
Computer Information 
Systems 
Sherry A. Soules 
Scottsville, KY 
Business Studies 
Kevin J. Shea 
Buffalo NY 
Sociology & Social Studies 
Secondary Education 
Patrick F. Smith 
Buffalo, NY 
Computer Information 
Systems 
Steven Szpilewski 
Lockport, NY 
Electrical Enginering 
Lekya Slaughter 
Buffalo, NY 
Sociology 
Kimberly Soto 
Bronx, NY 
Public Communication 
Stephanie Taber 
Buffalo, NY 
Journalism 
Yvonne R. Tabon 
Far Rockway, NY 
English Education 
Jason Clark Tyler 
N. Tonawanda, NY 
Criminal Justice 
Iris Maria Walker 
Buffalo, NY 
General Studies 
.i1 
Warren Thomas 
Rochester, NY 
Criminal Justice 
Lori A. Vallon 
Depew, NY 
Public Communications 
Joan Wheeler 
Buffalo, NY 
Social Work 
Mei Vee Tong 
New York, NY 
Dietetics 
Kersis Velez 
New York, Ny 
Psychology 
Jennifer lucille Whitson 
Schenectady, NY 
Public Communications 
11 3 
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Debrina Wibowo. RH 
Solo, Indonesia 
Fiber Design 
Dawne Woither 
Rockland County, NY 
Business 
Nicole Woods 
Buffalo, NY 
Psychology 
Rosanna M. Wierzbowski 
Cheektowaga, NY 
Elementary Education 
Rhonda Wood 
Buffalo, NY 
Business Studies & Econmics 
and Finance 
Maria R. Work 
Hamburg, NY 
Spanish Secondary 
Education 
Kenneth Williams Jr. 
Bronx, NY 
Janet Wright 
Kingston, NY 
Anthropology 
Melvin W. Wright 
Buffalo, NY 
Philosophy 
Colleen Zaranek 
Cheektowaga, NY 
Forensic Chemistry 
Jason Wright 
White Plains, NY 
Eletrical Engineering 
Technology 
1-ChunYang 
Taiwan 
Hospitality 
115 
11 6 
Seniors- Add Ins 
The following pictures were either sent to us late, or the only information submitted was incomplete. We saw no need 
to exclude them from this yearbook (they are graduating seniors). We appologize for any inconvenience. 
Christine Adams 
Mount Vernon, NY 
Psychology 
Maura A. Barnes 
Buffalo, NY 
Elementary Education 
Julius Cabbagestalk 
New York, NY 
Computer Information 
Systems 
Yvette Arlee 
New York, NY 
Elementary Education 
Kristen Barr 
Williamsville, NY 
Sociology 
Anthony Camacho 
Buffalo, NY 
Public Communications 
Kwabena Asante 
Brooklyn, New York 
Health Wellness 
Vaughn Browne 
Antigua 
Economics/Finance 
Colleen Cavanaugh 
Lackawanna, NY 
Psychology/Spanish 
Clifford Louis Charles 
Brooklyn/Rochester, NY 
Criminal Justice 
Eudson Tyson Francois 
Spring Valley, NY 
Humanities 
Liana Maria Lugo 
Aguadilla, Puerto Rico 
Biology 
Jennifer Louise Corsi 
Derby, NY 
Exceptional Education 
Monica Gomez 
Woodshel M. Saintil 
White Plains, NY 
Broadcasting 
Jodie Ernst 
Lancaster, NY 
Elementary Education 
Jeannie Lau 
New York, NY 
Social Work 
Patty- Ann S. Turner 
Brentwood, NY 
Interior Design 
117 
118 
Here is our portrait photographer Marty Kerker (Wilmack Photography) at work 
during the Commencement Kickoff in April. 
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Everyone stopped at least 
once for pictures with their 
family members and their 
friends- posing with 
flowers, balloons, and smiles. 

126 
After pictures in the sunshine, the candidates for 
degrees moved into the hockey rink where they 
assembled for the procession into the arena. 
127 
The Buffalo State Wind 
Ensemble played processional 
music as the graduates filed into 
the Arena and, after a welcome 
from President Muriel Moore, the 
Chamber choir sang the 
National Anthem. 
Buffalo Sk1fe 
129 
Right: Muriel Moore and Byron Brown 
present James Brandys, 1971 BSC graduate 
and Vice President at Merrill Lynch, with 
the Distinguished Alumnus Award. 
Below: Arnold Gardner, a member of the 
New York State Board of Regents, received 
the College Council Medal. 
Author Barry Callaghan was presented with an 
Honorary Doctor of Letters degree. 
130 
Buffalo Jazz Pianist AI Tinney received an Honorary Doctor of Music Degree. 
Honors. .. 
Various students, alumni, and community members were 
honored and spoke at the Commencement Ceremonies. 
)tate 
Math student (and football star) Craig Dana 
was given the SUNY Chancellor's Award for 
Student Excellence. 
BSC President Muriel Moore presented 
Theater and Spanish graduate Yolanda Solis 
with the President's Medal for [an) 
Outstanding Undergraduate Student. 
Sociology grad Dawn LaMendola spoke at the Two-term Student Government Treasurer 
morning ceremony. Marion Roberts gave the student address at 
the afternoon ceremony. 
131 
132 
Tom Calderone, a 1986 BSC graduate, was given a 
Distinguished Alumnus Award and presented the 
main Commencement Address at both ceremonies. 
His appearance was preceded by a video with 
testimonials from some of the educators and 
broadcast professionals he's worked with, and 
detailing his exploits in campus, local and national 
radio. Calderon currently is senior vice president of 
music programming at MlV. 
It wasn't in the program, but a special surprise closing address was given by 
Biff Henderson, technician/personality from Late Night with David 
Letterman. His speech was taped for later broadcast. 
134 
Once all of the 
speeches were over, 
the moment 
everyone was waiting 
for arrived ... the 
Conferring of Degrees. 

136 
After the ceremonies 
graduates gathered in the 
Student Union Quad for a brief 
reception. It was a final chance 
for a photo with a favorite 
professor or fellow student. " 
Then it was off to the future. 
137 
BACHELOR OF ARTS Hollie V. Pauler*' Sharonda L. Collier Jason j. Lempke" Kevin S. Srnardz' • Ralph Mcniel 
DECEMBER 1998 Thomas j. Peffer jennifer N. Comisso Marisa A. Licata john M. Smith Kinga M. Mierzejewski 
Todd C. Agnello Kenya L. Peoples john D. Conley Jill M. Lickfeld George H. Snider Jr. Kerryann ). Minto 
Jeffrey j. Andrzejak Stephanie Peri Marychristine Convey Raymond C. Lipani Yolanda M. Solis'*'t Andria A. Montrose 
Caleb S. Barnard Christine L. Plotner Marjorie Chane! Cooper Liana ~1. Lugo'" Kimberly Soto Alkne V. Mu;kal 
Btyan j. Beale jeffrey j. Pristach jennifer M. Costanzo Dawn M. Lurie Deborah L. Space Christopher Robert Penn 
Tara L. Berdzik julie B. Przywara Lily M. Crispin Xuan Mai Kristine G. St. john Christopher D. Pollino 
Keith A. Bocharski Dennis j. Rachuna Raylena Cunningham Jason M. t\llajch rzak Brian j. Stachowski 
.VI arion F. Roberts 
Clifford E. Brockenton )r. llanadee t\. Ramadan Kathan A. Curtis Stephen J. Malczewski Heather L. Sullivan Rosanna Scarcella 
janine L. Brunson jennifer L. Randazzo David j. Desimone .. • Rhonda j. Mangus Stephanie J. Taber llakim R. Shareef 
Gilbert S. Certo Richard A. Reid Jr. Tracy C. Dillon Sarah C. Ma ngus Scott A. Tanyi t john F. Stanton 
james P. Connerton Lo-allllys E. Reynoso Marisa L. Dinitto joel D. Marks jessie Lynn Tirado Elir.abeth K. Thompson 
joel 1\. Coughlin Ivan Rodriguez john H. Domin Michael A. Manella Zachary N. Toczynski Ka ri L. Tribunella 
john F. Courtney Scott M. Rothschild Mark A. Dudek Robert ). Masi Kija S. Tomlinson Kersis Velez 
Ian R. Croft Christopher M. Roy j.T. Duffy' Tetsuhiro Matsuno KarolyTotb Kesha L. Washington 
Rebecca E. Cuddahee• 't Mark E. Rozzano Karen M. Dunlap t Keiko Matsuura julie A. Vaccarelli jennifer L. Whitson 
Kellie M. (wick Kelly D. Ruggles• Nadine F. Dwyer Mark Maurer Keith E. Valazza AmyL Williams 
Sara A. Dare Gretchen A. Schmidt* Deanna C. Egan Rebecca A. May· ,\1ichael T. Valle Tammy L. Wolfgang 
Timothy L. Darling jessica M. Scott Leigh a M. Eichhorn Cheryl R. McCallum Lori A. Vallon Yukiko Yamazaki 
Craig R. Dearstyne Lawrence M. Seil Cheryl L. Elmendorf Megan T. JV!cCarthy Kei th II. Van Alstine 
Lori A. Dejohn Sandra L. Springer Marneda L. Evans Stephanie E. McClain' jeffrey M. Ventura' BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Rachel C. Demarco jeremy D. Stack jaclyn M. Farrelly Patrick R. McGough jeremy A. Voigt'' 
Karen M. Edwards Emily j. Stadler Samamha A. Fasolino Sean M. McLaughlin Luke C. Wager DECEMBERI998 
Dawn M. Emlaw* jeffrey IJ. Stahl jammie L. Ferguson Deanna M. Mekarski Theresa M. IVa hila james A. Gielow 
Letitia M. Foisset john C. Starkey Shannon M. Ferguson Edelyne Mercredi IJaniel j. Walters Sarah A. McKilligan' • 
Gretchen M. Gabel William F. Sticht' Gina L. Ferris Marlene j. Miller Kimberly B. Walwyn )o E. Morgan 
Tevita S. Gaines AmyL. Strauss Michele T. Finnigan"' Rosanne !\1. Miller joseph A. Wawrzyniak Lydia G. Pomeroy 
William j. Gallagher Christine A. Streck jeffrey T. Fioretti Yasin I. Mohammed Amelia P. Weaver David S. Rogalski 
joseph P. Garlipp Christopher G. Trietley Michelle A. Forte Michelle M. Monaco Laurie K. Weaver•· ' Thomas E. Safran 
Gregory j. Glover Chun·)'Cn Tsao Eudson hancois Lisette Montalvo Jamie L. Wesseldine ;\leredith A. Sorce johnna Glover· john j. Viger Tonya Fraser Charles F. Morlock Noelle ). Wiedemer' • 
David M. Gram Hilary R. Wadas Eric D. Frisicaro IJanisha Nicole Bailey Ann C. Wisneski• MAY 1999 
Rachelle j. Gray Roger E. Walsh • Colleen H. Gallant Catherine ). Murrell john IV. Wolgamuth jr. t Steven A. Ansell 
Hillary K. Green•• Kristy M. Wandie" Kelly M. Gangloff Michael A. Nanni Heather R. Wright Kevin M. Bethin 
Anthony j. Grisanti jacqueline Weathers Paul E. Gartley Arya Nasier janet N. Wright Andrew j. Dulak 
jason R. Griswold justin T. White Nicole R. Giancola Chri> G. l\'egus ,\,!elvin W. Wright Craig D. Feldman 
Melissa A. llager Mason G. Winterhalter Sarah W. Gilmartin Scoll A. Nelley Tomoaki Yamada Cassandra L. Fiorito 
Suzanne j. Hagyard julie A. Wolasz Michele C. Girone Kristin 1. Nesbill Jamie D. Yarnes Eric). Frick" jennifer L. Harris Miao-chien Yen' Monica Y. Gomez Douglas G. :-liclwls Jr. HeatherS. Young :VIeegan Alicia Hamilton 
Brian T. Hartnell Abdullahi 11. Yusuf Melody A. Gonez Kevin M. Nightingale joseph D. Zach• Nathan P. Hugill 
Gabriel A. Hum ben Carrie A. Gonza Kathleen R. O'Brien" jesse W. Zachary Dong-min Kim jeanine C. Hunter MAY 1999 jennifer L. Graczyk·" Patrick E. O'Donnell Richard M. Ziegler Kazuko Koshikawa 
Christine A. Hustead joseph A. Abramsky Michelle D. Grady Elizabeth 0. Palmieri Christine Zimmerman Allen J. Lewis 
Christopher jenis Ch ristine D. Adams jakai R. Green Christopher S. Parada Katrina D. Lindstrom 
Khalelah S. Kaiyum Noyka L. Agee Linda M. Greenan Melanie R. Parisi AuGUST 1999 April S. McCabe 
Paul F. Kane )r. Mary B. Allen Jr. Vanessa S. Guile Mark D. Pa rr• Salim F. Ali Kimberly F. McCullough jason S. Keem Gino D. Aloisio Matthew P. Gurgol Mark A. Parrotte Nicole S. Berry Brandon D. McKean jason 1'. Kilonsky Natacha Alvarez Melissa D. Harris Cleandrew Pallerson Michael Russcll llonh~ovanni )ana Measures·•· 
Benjamin K. Kindzia Erik C. Andersen Kathleen A. Henderson Christopher R. Penn Miriam!. Bustos Allison M. Morellc 
Deanna M. King I leather L. Armstrong james M. Hennessy Michael T. Peszko Anthony Camacho Angela E. Mosseau 
Abbie M. Kirkendall " Brian M. Arrington Kathleen M. Hess Amy L. Petkovsek Nicole IJ. Chambers Pattyann S. Turner 
Michelle H. Kowalski George Arroyo Jr. Kendrick A. Hill Michael j. Petro Kacy L. Chisom Carolyn K. Wong 
Curtiss j. Kuczkowski Tasha ). Ashby jason D. Hills Shawna M. Pierce james A. Clemons Guven Yildiz 
Dawn M. Kwiatkowski' Sharon R. Axberg• .. Carrie A. Hoffman Maureen S. Portman Robert M. Coolidge Maria Zissis 
Robert E. Lake Brian Bailey Brian R. Hogan' Ericka G. Rankin Angeles Cossio 
Suzanne K. Locke Teresa A. Ban tel man Megan D. I logan Tamara T. Ray Jasmin S. Cullins AUGUST 1999 
Leslie A. Lutz Lisette M. Batista jeffery j. Horn Dennis J. Reed j r. Kara j. Dalton Markenzy Cesar 
Barbara A. Lynch-johnt Cheryl A. Becker Kelly M. Hornung• john C. Reiter Rebekah N. Davis Katrina D. Lindstrom 
joseph H. Manente jed A. Bernardoni Myzette R. Howell Peter A. Reuben Miriam Carol Easton·•· 
Thomas S. Maniscalco Michael R. Blackmon Melvin P. Huffnagle Christopher M. Riso Chaka D. Edwards BACHELOR OF SCIE:\CE 
Christopher T. McAuliffe Tracey A. Bradshaw Debora K. Ivins· David Rivas Erin Elizabeth Edwards 
Matthe1v D. McCreary• Erica L. Brewster Annetta E. james David j. Roberts Bonnie L. Eschborn DECEMBER 1998 
Erin M. McGarvey Jamie L. Brown Melisa C. Jaworski Niurka S. Rodriguez jesse D. Farber Alexis L. Abbate' joshua Medina Carl C. Byrd Keri A. Jehle Gerald M. Rojek Dianne Germele Phyllis M. Adamczyk 
William M. Meier Ryan j. Canavan Rachel M. Jurek Ann M. Romanczak jeremy j. Gonzalez Rachel L. Adimey"'· 
Samantha A. Mongin Authorine S. Carr Kelly I. Kaminska Lynn Yl. Romano Kathryn A. Howells Linda T. Adornetto 
jason ,\J. Morrone Deborah A. Carrick john V. Karlis Rebecca M. Roycroft• • Eric M. jones Raul A. Aguayo 
Rimma Muchnik Michael R. Castanza Ill Kenneth P. Kavanagh t Woodshel M. Saintil Shivindcr S. Kanwal Peter j. Ahl 
jaime L. Murphy Colleen M. Cavanaugh t Leslie A. Kee Roderick B. Salisbury'·· Stephanie K. Kokinos Fazha A. Alamari 
Russell C. Nicometi Ruth A. Chang Shaista K. Khan Ylichael W. Sands Milton R. Lamb Jr. jeanette M. Alexander 
jason A. Nowak David T. Chmielewski" Scott D. Kienzle Rebecca j. Schuelke Kathryn H. Leacock· Dominic M. Amici Jr. jennifer A. O'Donohoe Christopher S. Choplin·Brown julie E. Kirsch'" Dennis j. Schultz Heather L. Leu mer Deanna M. Anderson 
Malissa A. Offerbeck' joseph M. Ciccone' lnthadeth Komany Sara E. Schumacher Silvia M. Lloyd*' Scott A. Anderson 
Amy L. Overbeck julia L. Ciesla' Christy G. Kovoor Gregg A. Shapiro Christina M. Lopez Kelly A. Baker· 
Dennis L. Pack· Stephanie M. Cole Amanda L. Lanning Scott R. Sherman Keith A. ~larshall Chad L. Barnattan 
Saman tha L. Patti Aaron Coleman Scott j. Lauck Randy j. Simons Laura D. McKenica Maura A. Barnes 
138 • cum laude " magna cum laude •"' summa cum laude t dual degree 
Tammy S. Beakman• • Melissa D. Ertel )one Le Michelle L. Pirolli Gregory 1'. Waterman· William). Blarr 
Paul T. Becigneul Stacie D. Evans William). Licata jessica L. Piskorowski• Kristine A. Watier• john P. Bloniarz 
Dawn ,\•1. Belair Keith E. Falkowski Heather M. Lippert Kimberly S. Platt Dawn E. Watson Marcy M. Bochinski 
Brock R. Benson Deborah A. Ferdinand Andrew). Litterc Keith A. Plekan Thomas j. Weaver Frank). Bogdan 
joanna R. Beres' Lisa M. Ferris ,'vlichael T. Logar Da\•id A. !'Iewinski Edward j. Wegman Cheryl D. Bones 
Richard P. Bezinque Michael). Filipetti Timothy A. Long julia T. Podsiadlo·· · 1'\aomi N. Whiters ~lichele L. Bookamer· • · 
Jamie E. Blanco Brian :-1. Fischer"' C'\icholas E. Lopresto ~lark A. Pogodzinski jennifer L. Wikar Todd F. Borrman 
Michelle L. Blaszkowiak Emily). Fischer ,\I ichael P. Lusk Claudia C. Ponton Paulette M. Williams Todd L. Borsa 
Jolene K. Blood· Luke D. Fitzsimmons Shaun A. ~laddox john F. Potratz Tamara L. Williams Susan L. Bosley 
Keri A. Bonda Andrew ~I. Flett" ~lichacl M. Maher Barbara). Pratt Tawanda L. Williams Erica R. Boswell 
Scott E. Book Heather T. Foss• Carolyn S. Malcomb t ~lichael Q. Primus II jennifer L. Willis Aida Boujaoude 
,\·1 ichael Bowers Danny). Fracassi jr. jessica L. Mang Kenneth R. Pytlak Michelle A. Winiarski Andrew j. Bowen· 
~1adison L. Boyce Lisa M. Fragale'· jason C. Mann· joseph,-.,[. Quarantillo Kerry A. Woods Barbara E. Bowman"' 
Paul A. Braun Christopher R. Frank Pauline M. Mariani• • Renae A. Raczka Richard). Wright Brent C. Bowman 
Rachel P. Bricca• Francis C. Franklin Kevin A. ~lartell" · Katherine K. Rapovski jennifer ~1. Wroblewski .'vlelissa ). Boyce 
Amy B. Brosius Michelle E. Freedman julianne Martin"· Danna L. Reed William B. Yaeger Sarah Boyd 
Robert A. Brown LaurieR. Fromberg Mark D. Martin Matthew G. Regan Kristen M. Yates Lakesha P. Boykin 
Carroll A. Buck Denise M. Fulton Shawn M. Masterson Heather A. Reid Hidat S. Yig7A1w Christopher T. Braun 
julie M. Burgio jeffrey A. Gadd jason A. Mayle Daniel R. Rey ~lichael W. Young Michelle L. Brick 
Amy K. Burkett Amy E. Garcia Katie M. Mazgaj Dawn M. Riggie Shuying Zhang· julie A. Brittin• 
Kimberly Burtis jill M. Gately Cory M. McAllister Michelle L. Riley ~lichacl D. Zmuda Michael Broderick 
RichardS. Campagna Brandon L. Gendron Jeffrey M. McAuliffe Michael A. Rivera jason A. Zuch 1\rarlD. llrorlnicki 
Mariana Capozzi Reginald D. Gill Brent ll. McBride Kenneth M. Rogers Michael D. Zuch Taryn M. Brooks 
~1anuel Caraballo Lorraine E. Givens Michelle L ,\lcBurney Anthony P. Ross julie A. Zybert' '• Kathleen M. Browne 
!v!ichael S. Carleo julia 1\. Goodwin•· julie B. McCarthy La ron L. Rowe Vaughn N. Browne 
Edward Carter David E. Graf•" janet S. McDonald Linda Rozcski MAY 1999 Melissa C. Brozek 
Ernest Carter Rachelle ). Gray Jamie K. McKay Stephanie L. Ruch" Fa teen M. Abdellatif Deanna M. Bruno 
Regina L. Cassenti' Christopher C. Gruttaria Kelly A. McKee Fred LJ. Rutherford II Daniel Abendschein • Kimberly G. Bryant 
Aracelis Castillo Daniel P. Gustafson*" Darrin j. McKie Rebecca M. Ryan john M. Abraham Jr. Renee 1.. Brzyski 
Rosario M. Castillo Gregory M. Haase• · • Gregory W. McOwen Henry). Sadowski Marcos A. Abreu Shannon T. Bugenhagen 
Stephen R. Cavanaugh Bradley S. Hahn Roberta S. Meister Daniel A. Savino Andrea M. /\dams Ycnnga T.llui 
Renee L. Cerullo' Lisa A. Hamp Angelica M. Melendez April 1\. Saxer Ida Y. Adams Nicole M. Bullen 
Fion W. Chia Brennan j. Hanagan• Rigoberto Melendez EricK. Schmidt Garfield 0. Adamson Michael W. Burd 
1'\icholas j. Cianfrini Gregg R. Harrington Dana M. Mendola james P. Schrauf;tetter Ilaffour i\djei Carie) . Buttery 
Andrew M. Cichocki Victoria E. Hayek• Allen T. Mercer Peter M. Schregel Philips E. Aguilar julius A. Cabbagestalk 
Sabatino Cimato Robert J. Hearn Maureen F. Merlette· ·' Debra T. Scolnick Nabeal A. Ahmed Brandi L. Callari 
Francis). Clark Ill /\my) . lleidenfeldt' Patrick). Merrick Tammy L. Scott" Fazih A. Alasri Carolyn E. Camm'* 
Dawn A. Coia·· •• Stephen C. Helwig Phillip R. Miano Michael A. Sicienski Nicholas Albanese Michelle A. Campbell' 
Maya L. Coleman Ullin A. llenry Christopher). Mineo Peter A. Sienkiewicz· • )aydene Albert • Michele Cannizzaro 
Robert J. Coniglio G. E. II esse Michelle M iszewski • Nicole L. Siracusa Cary E. Allen Armando F. Capozzi 
Albert L. Cousins IV• Ryan T. Higgins David P. Mizerak Randy R. Skrypek Amy M. Alviti Bernard L. Carey 
Michael J. Crandall jennifer L. Hill'" Scan 0. Moore Lekya S. Slaughter Marlene Rene AI viti David A. Carl 
Debra 1\. Cristina jeanne M. Hocieniec Scott R. Morris Bethany D. Smith Caron K. Andersen Carmela Carlino 
john Culkin Brent P. Holst Stephanie M. Moyer Kristi P. Smith•" jill R. Anderson' " Robert j. Carlson 
Laura M. Cummings'" Kyung P. Hong Rimma Muchnik Sheldon L. Smith Sandra L. Andrews • · Christy L. Carter' 
Robin R. Curran' Emily K. Hull Constance M. Mueller"' Lamar D. Snow Krista M. Anthony john W. Caruso 
Kevin M. Czamara• Kelly A. Hyla Michelle Muldoon Cheryl A. Spriegei• Christopher W. Arcadipanc Amy Casillas-Rodriguez 
Erik F. D'Anna joseph R.Ippolito Michael P. Murphy Casey E. Steck Sarah N. Archibald'' Scott G. Cassatt 
Craig M. Dana"' Fouzia jabeen Kimberly M. Myers" Mitchell B. Steinhorn K wabena Asante .\-larkS. Catanzaro 
jimmy P. Daniels Tiffanie R. jackson Douglas T. Newman Michael ) . Stenzel Christopher M. Asicllo Frank Celeste• 
Michele L. Dawley Elaine N. jama Steve T. Nigro LanceR. Stern Brigette A. Atlas*' >licole S. Chandler 
:VI ichael S. DeLuca Gary H. Janas• Carmalita A. North julie L. Stinson• llrandon E. Bacon Robert C. Chapman 
Kevin P. Dean juice M. jaruszawicus Dana T. Noud Danielle E. Straeck jason R. Bardo! Kimbcrlec L. Chechak 
Patricia S. Dee Denise M. jezioro juliaN. Novak Anna M. Suranyi' Kristen M.llarr Thays I. Chee-Chong 
Rachael E. Devald Sathyan K. Kandaswami Leila j.l\owyhed Deborah L. Swanson"' jacqueline A. Barrett Amy M. Chimento 
Denise Dibello Stephen M. Kanner Michael F. Nucci Linh II. Thang Heather L. !lartcl Maria Chirico 
Richard P. Diegelman David R. Kean Mariselle Ocasio Brian E. Thompson Robin M. Barto Andrew james Chudy 
Leonardo F. Dionicio*• Leslie A. Kee Harry K. Ondell• · Timotl1y D. Thurnau Lynda M. Battaglia Molly A. Chud?.inski' ' • 
Cynthia A. Dombrowski Nabil Khan 1\nne Opladen Bradley Tober Candace L. Bautz Serena M. Cirasa 
Stacey D. Dominick Deborah F. Kimble Luis R. Ortiz Wendy M. Tocha Tracey E. Bechtel joseph R. Clarke 
jennifer L. Doud'' Larry D. King•' Lori M. Overbeck Timothy F. Tolli jennifer A. Beck Corey :VI. Cobb 
Robbie Draffin Steve M. Kola rich George IV. Overs Deborah A. Tonsoline"' Nicole M. Beckage" Richard C. Coburn 
joseph). Draganac· Edward). Koll Marius M. Owens Lawrence). Toole Chantel E. Beliveau Eleanor S. Coffey' 
Chef)d A. Drew Christy A. Komenda' Stephen C. Packard Cynthia A. Topor joseph S. Benes Ami B. Cole 
Kelly). Driskei•· Michael M. Kotlarski"'" Michael Padlmno Amy M. Travis Demetrius X. Bennett AmyL. Cole•· 
Christopher R. Dudek' Lisa M. Kozlowski Allison t\. Parker·' • Lisa M. Trode Lori j. Bentley Leon Collins 
jennifer M. Dziak Aliscia M. Krecisz Kathleen E. Pasier Christina M. Turner Gregory R. Berdzik Roslyn L. Collins 
jennifer). Dziewiesz Glenn D. Krulisky Eric J. Pellegrino Thomas M. VaccareUi Jr. Deadra A. Berg Maria Colucci 
Laura). Eberl Susan C. Kubala GiovaneUa PeUigra Kevin G. Valazza Pamela I\1. Berk' ·' Richard). Condino 
jacob J. Eckert LisaK. Kubiak Andrea M. Pcmpscll Lizbeth Valdez Chris K. Bernard Megan R. Conley 
joanne). Eckert• • KeUy L. Kulik Christopher). Penberthy Tanya Van Gelder Michael D. Bernhardt MichaelS. Conmy 
Christopher j. Edwards Christian j. Kull· • • Stephen). Perna Scott ). Vanderwerf Anne M. Bielinski joe Constantine 
Marea A. Eggert • • • Brett C. Kyser"' Andrew H. Peterson Yoty R. Villacorta Cheryl A. Bihari Coleen M. Cook• 
Sadeq A. Elbaneh Ann R. Lamancuso"· Carl j. Petroziello Katherine E. Waddell Bruce E. llinde Kyle F. Cook 
Craig K. Elis Monica D. Latumena"* Roberta M. Picken> Danielle M. Wardak Tawyaina E. Bivens Thomas J. Cooney 
Anne E. Engler Connie L. Lavelle• • Stephen J. Pike jacqueline C. Washington Kerry A. Blandford jeremy N. Cooper 
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Tammy M. Cordova David L. Erwin Christopher A. Hayes Kari ~1. Kriedemann Caryn M. Miklejn ~laura A. Price 
Bonnie jean Corey Dodrie G. Escoffery jessica L. Healey Molly j. Krygier Elizabeth S. M iller• Delbert D. Prince 
Michael D. Cosgrove Monia Esposito judson H. Heck Ill Gregory W. Kuhn Gerard ~ Iiller· '' Chris j. Putman 
Iris Annette Costner David L. Eubank Geraldine B. Hedrick ... Amanda E. Kulik Kelly A. Miller Martin A. Qualey jr. 
Tamara N. Covington Melinda Evans• • • Kimberly L. Heim' Craig M. Kwiatkowski ~!arlene j. Miller jeannie Radu 
julie M. Covino Kevin P. Everett jonathan B. Heppner Daniel D. Kwiatkowski jason Mills jennifer t-1. Rae•• 
jason A. Cowles• Lori A. Farallo•• Jeffrey L. Hess• • Kevin R. Kwietniak Marc D. Mings Nalini L. Rambali' 
Genevieve M. Coyle Nicole Feaster Brian A. Higgins•• Dawn M. LaMendola Cheryl A. Mitchell Edward E. Ramos 
Philip W. Craven Jr.••• Kerin A. Fechter Marvin D. Hill jessica L. LaPoint Erin M. Mitrus Amie L. Rampino 
Teresa A. Crawford• julie M. Felber john B. Hoagland janice K. Lachiusa''* Edward P. Mongold Carrie A. Rance 
Charmaine D. Crayton Eric R. Festor Crystaline M. Hoelscher jenna H. Lachut Lisa M. Monnin Bruce R. Randon»• 
jody L. Crosby LaFraya L. Fields' Thomas C. Hoffman Shawn Christopher Laettner Collette Monolopolus jeffery Raphael 
Timothy P. Crowley Carmen Figueroa Kate Hoffstetter• Maureen E. Lafferty tan A. Moore Molly A. Ratchuk 
Erin E. Culhane Nicholas I. Fiore Sharon A. Holloway jeffrey Laskowski Nakia N. Moore Adrienne C. Rath 
jessica A. Culkowski Sean P. Fitzgerald Kurt F. Holtermann· •• jeannie Lau Desiree C. Mozee Lori l\1. Ray 
Carol A. Cureo• Shawn P. Flaherty Vincent]. Hoosack Ill Daniel j. Lauta Chrystal A. Mueller Eric R. Raymond judith M. Cwynar Mollie E. Flanagan Paul R. Hosking• • Christine j. Lawrence•" justin R. Murawski Deborah A. Razzolini • 
Gwen F. Cymerman Sherrie L. Fluellen Evan A. Houck" • Christopher M. Lawrence Richard L. Myles Steven j. Reandeau Jr. 
Michael I. Czechowicz Kelly E. Flyiiii Kenya L. House Cara j. Leardini jacob A. Napieralski Renee T. Reardon 
Da,·id C. D' Alfonso Kevin W. Flynn" Alan E. Howard Ill Yee Man Lee Shariffa A. Xashir :-.tarvin j. Reaves 
Carol M. Daigler• • Gina M. Fontana Sarah L. Hubbard'"' Barbara j. Lehman• Lisa A. l\astasi'" Kathleen M. Reddish .. 
Colleen A. Daley Brent D. Ford jeffrey Hughes Kyle L. Leising Chris G. Xegus Paul T. Redman 
Carl R. Dandski • • Kelly A. Forman Kimberly A. Hugheo Krista! S. Lemcke Clark J. Nesbitt )r. Carleen C. Reed 
Wendy S. Daniels Derek M. Forney Sharessa N. Hughey Michelle L. Lenox~ joan M. Xeuman Tina A. Reed 
Cheryl A. Darlak Charles L. Fowler Nicole M. Hunt Lester B. Leopold Douglas G. Nichols Jr. Joshua G. Reid'" 
Daniel F. Daumen Susan L. Fox Michael). lnnarella Ronald S. Levine" Eric T. Nielsen Leslie Y. Reid 
jessica M. Davenport Janel M. Frament• Kelly H. Irvine Brenda L. Litzinger• Sharon Miriam Nierenberg johnS. Restivo 
Roxanne M. David Brian Phillip Frank Christina M.lsaacs-Falsone Tamara M. Lochard Victoria M. Nightingale Harmony K. Retzlaff 
Barbara Lynne Mills Davis Frederick A. Frank Brian j. Israel Penny E. Lose! julie A. Nowaczyk Lea B. Reznicki 
Christina M. Dean Robert j. Frank Wipoj lssariyaves Mick P. Louis-jacques Ann marieS. Nowak Lamont Rhim 
Brian A. Deangelo jessica A. Freedman jeffrey). jachlewski Clifford Louischarles Sharice I. Nowell Ezekiel Richard 
Naomi D. Deas jennifer R. Freeman Saleh M. jamil ' Brian S. Luke Colleen M. J'{ugent Stephanie L. Riddoch 
Elizabeth A. Deet Stephen C. Fritschi• Michael R. Jankowski Bobbi Lukowski"· joseph N. Nyachae Heather M. Riel 
Linda R. De!Bello Rebecca L. Fuller jonathan C. jennings jennifer A. Lurie Erin M. O'Connor•• Karen D. Rigby 
Lizette Delgado joelle Gabrielli• .. Gary j. johnson jason M. Lustig James P. O'Leary•" Christopher M. Riso 
Wade C. Dcllow Debra E. Gampietro"• Melissa A. Johnson jennifer N. Lynch jed M. 0'~1alley Mark A. Rivera 
Kristin Anne Dewyer jeffrey Gandulla Laurie C. johnston• .\!eaghan K. Mackinnon Danielle M. Ohar• Wendell P. Rivera 
Mario A. Dibenedetto April B. Gapinski• Angel C. jones Bonnie L. Macleod Wendy M. Oli,•a jill Marie Roach 
Tara :-.1. Didomenico Adam C. Garfinkel Courtney .M. jones Kimberly.\!. Magrone Misti L. Overton•• Thomas D. Roberts 
Jill M. Dienstbier Gina A. Gargano Sharonda M. jones Loc B. Mai Rosalie C. Owens julie M. Robertson 
Derek A. Difelice jenna L. Garis"~ Paulie M. joseph :-I ina M. Maines" Christopher Oxner Sharese Robertson 
Barbara A. Digman·' Karen A. Garlapo· Woo-sokjun Stella Maleskos· Robbie j. Pagano Kevin /<!. Robinson 
Rebecca N. DiLauro Lee I. Garvin Richard G. jung Jr. Corey D. Malyszka•» Theresa j. Pagano Melissa A. Robinson jaime L. Dimitri Andrea L. Gawrys Thomas S. Kacalski Paul Marcarian Kristopher A. Page Kevin I. Robson 
Harn-ru Ding james M. Genovese Kimberly G. Kachelmerer josh ~1. Margolis Lorraine H. Page Sharon A. Roe 
Nadine M. Dinino Anastasia D. George Christine M. Kaczmarek Michelle L. Maroc co Bianca A. Palmisano Sandra M. Roland 
Cheryl L. Dipasquale Brenda S. Gerringer David I. Kalinski Kemona L. Matthew Teresa M. Panepinto Lynn,\(. Romano 
Danielle N. Dipasquale Anne M. Gervaise" Robert M. Kania Cynthia L. Maue Sandhya Parathath Clinton j. Ronan 
Cynthia Sue Dirickson Dawn M. Gilbert jason M. Kazukiewicz Michele G. Maue junseock Park james E. Ronayne 
Shawna M. Doeing Loretta L. Gmeinder Robert E. Keane Roger A. Mazikowski' William M. Parucki Diane M. Roth 
Gloria j. Dolson Kimberly M. Goodband jacqueline A. Keller" jennifer A. Mazzetti joseph P. Pasceri Laura M. Routhier 
Christina M. Donahoo Katherine M. Graber BrianT. Kelly Kerri L. McCabe Avani Patel Michelle L. Rawling 
Darlene L. Donald David j. Grabow jessica L. Kelly• Mary McCann Kelly L. Patterson• Dionne L. Rucker 
Elizabeth A. Donofrio Sylvia Graovac• )ermaine L. Kennedy Kerry A. McClure Catherine J. Peffer William F. Russell 
Susan L. Donohue Carol A. Griffith Nicole K. Kenney" Quatada McClurkin David Penberg Matthew E. Rvan 
Marykay Donoughe t Margaret A. Grinewich Kenneth]. Kerr· '· Ryan A. McConkey jeffrey D. Pengelly Dawn L. Ryb~rik 
Kyle). Donovan*" Kevin M. Gross L)'llne M. Kessler Marie E. McCrea Vel ita j. Peterson Elliott D. Salder 
Gary j. Dorobiala Christopher M. Grover Leonid Khenkin justin j. McElroy'" Nicole M. Petroff Lisa A. Salzler" • 
Kally A. Doyle Cheri A. Gruber I ulie E. Kick Tiffany i\1. McFarlin Dennis R. Pfaffenbach joseph Sanders 
Olivia A. Dragone' Scott T. Gruenauer jeffrey A. Kicsak Richard W. McFayden RichardT. Pham Robert~!. Sansone 
AmyL. Duda Carollynn Grzywna Erica M. King Dermot L. :-.!cGrath Phonsavanh K. Philarom Valerie B. Sarcione 
Brooke .\1. Duerr jennifer L. Gugino Sarah A. Kirchman"· jennifer A. McKee Amy L. Philbrick jeffrey A. Scanlon 
Andrew J. Dulak Lilia A. Gutowski• Shondell L. Kirton Colleen A. J.lcKnight Ste,•en D. Phillips Brian S. Schell ·· 
Suzie Dumel Mackenzie A. Halker Kelly~!. Klawitter Kelli A. McLaughlin .\lichael T. Piatkowski Michele K. Schmeelke> 
Andrea L. Dusza'" Kenneth M. Hallmark ~!elanie D. Kloc Lynn S. McMaster" .. Nicole j. Pidanick Tracy A. Schmeichel" 
Natalie G. Dutton Ann Halt Allison R. Knighton" Shannon P. McRobb Teresa A. Piechocniski • .. john F. Schnitzel 
Erik J. Dzikowski jonathan M. Hamilton Adam j. Knoebel Lisa A. Meegan Daria A. Pierce' · · Deborah L. Schnitzer'" 
.Melissa A. Earnst David L. Hammer Melissa A. Kocsis Maria E. Merlino Kimberly A. Pierce Derek I. Schoenfeldt 
Shawn F. Edinger Nadia Haroon Daniel R. Konst Jennette Merwin Christopher A. Pietrzyk Margaret M. Schranz' · 
Karen E. Edmond Kymberly A. Harris Robert F. Krajewski jonathan M. Messinger Elizabeth Pijanowski jodie A. Schraven 
jennifer C. Ellis Brenda D. Hart )effW. Kramer Lori T. Meyer Beverly J. Pilcher Mark E. Schueler 
Diane i\1. Enterline jeffrey E. Hart ' Lawrence Patrick Kranick' .. Susan R. Miceli Angela F. Polimeni jennifer M. Schwallie 
George D. Enzinna Annette E. Harvey Deanna L. Krauza jonathan j. Michalski MonicaL. Polinski• Robyn Schweitzer• 
Richard j. Erhardt Scott P. Hausauer )errod C. Kremblas Victoria T. Miecyjak .. , Glen A. Powell Dawn ~1. ScoW 
jodie L. Ernst• Alexander D. Hayes Robin L. Kremblas jessica R. Miel I a net R. Poydock Dennis F. Scovazzo 
Stephanie E. Ernst Angelette C. Hayes Michelle L. Kress Melissa A. Miele Danielle T. Pratcher Bernard C. Scozzaro 
140 • cum laude •• magna cum laude • .. summa cum laude t dual degree 
Christopher s,uko Paul \'. \' esci Scott]. Carr jellema Ste"'art jennifer L. Corsi Daniel T. Summer> 
Carmd R. Severn Candice L. \'esper Heidi E. Cashatt Jamal Mark Thomas Renee ~I. Danidewicz· • ~lark A. Williams 
Alnoor F. Shariff Sara E. Virtuoso··· Caron 1'. Cavallen :-ladia S. Thomas Stacey L. De,ker · • · Corey D. Wilson 
jonathan S. Sharp Michael C. Wade Camille justine Civiletto Warren j. Thomas Amy M. Deschenes· 
Kevin j. Shea ( Melissa A. Wagner" J.atcisha C. Clements Aaron ~I. Vanderlip Beth /II. Doyle··· MAY 1999 
jodie L. Sheehan Kim H. \\'alker· Chad P. Coccionitti Roberta j. Vondell ,\lonja D. Egresits Sa jed H. Abdulla 
Charles P. Sherr)' jr. john F. Walkowiak lll Andrea L. Coleman Christopher M. Watson'·· Gregg II. fox'·· Shawn T. Bell 
Leah ~I. Shieslcy jennifer L. Warf Erin E. Collier Daniel]. Wick Kathleen B. Frawley Thomas E. Boczar 
jaime J. Shikn \\'endy L. Warsecke Gaetano V. Cordone Christ meR. Willert· · • Lori A. Galipeau Timothy F. Campbell"· 
Leah K. Shriver Cynthia ). Waters·· Charnctta E. Crayton Ronald L. Williams Trena L. Gcrstung Hector R. Carveth · 
I nderdeep Singh Roxanne D. Watz Michael r . Curley Kenneth Williams Jr. jill M. Gomalcz· • • Darrel M. Caselli• · • 
Christy R. Singleton Patricia Wawrowsk.i ' Nicole Karen Del Prince Rolando Dwight Augustus Dawn M. Green William P. Hughes 
Halina ~1. Siwko Brian E. Webb Shannon M. Dolan \\'right jill M. Hatlield Peter A. Kreidler 
Eric D. Slack jennifer L. Wei> ]a nine R. Dominick ~1isty M. Yadloczky· Jodi M. llirtreitcr Daniel P. Kurbiel 
jennifer L. Smigiebki Brandy L. WeisedeJ· Thoma>]. Donnelly David P. ldzik joseph P. Lundin 
jessica). Smilinich Beth A. Welch Thomas 1.. Doyle BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN jill A. jacobs Larry A. Martin 
Brian). Smith Lindsay R. \\' ertman jaime A. Eadie EDUCATION Shauneene I . jenkins··· Richard A. Nelson 
jcaneuc Smith· ·· Karen D. Westerman Angelia E. Echols jennifer L. Kaufman Da\·id A. Rabideau 
.\lelissa ). Smith joan M. Wheeler· John \\'. Elliott DECF.MBERI998 Frederick W. Kent Ill" jason C. Reinke 
Patrick F. Smith Timothy P. Whitacre· Kenya L. Evans Kara ]. Alghwaizy· Alicia S. Koerber· · Dennis M. Ressman 
Scott M. Smith Debrina R. Wibowo jeanette ralasa !'ladine M. Banas Susan C. Kreutz ' Troy A. Rutsk.i 
Uchenna l.. Smith jennifer A. Wiegert Ryan 1.. Fontana Patricia DiOrio Angela M. Mack jeffrey R. Schwab 
Yvonne P. Smith··· :\athan T. \\'ienk Patricia Galettc Regina M. Domicolo AmyL. Mallon Kevin]. Szlis 
Shcllianna S. Smoot Rosanne M. Wierzbowski Pamela T. Garringer Donna A. Fatcheric • Carrie E. Marshall Aimee L. Waligora 
Michael F. Smyton• · Jennifer K. Wilczewski Michelle .\1. Gerace Carolyn A. Faust·' Donald]. Mayr Ronald K. Wechter 
Kelly A. Snyder Sarah R. Wilder Georgina( .. Geraldina Christy A. Ford· Jeanne M. Morgan· · · Randy P. Zagst 
AmyL. Socha )on D. Wiley Gigi G. Gianopulos" • Michele R. Fridmann Rebecca L. Nelsen· • 
Paul). Soricclli ~lark D. Wiley'· Scott B. Gordon Kathleen A. George' • judith A. Nesbit AUGUSTI999 
Sherry A. Soules Karen A. Wilke Chris! ina ~larie Gralak Sara j. Gillings"' ' Susan B. Nowicki• · • Tracey Y. VanArsdale 
joseph M. Spino· )eromy 1.. Wilkens t )aneen V. Greene Armeather C. Hall Katie K. O'Connell jeffrey D. Hereth 
Paull.. Springer Bradley I an Willadson .\1adge j. Harris Kathryn M. Hall Erin R. O'Neill jean Daniel Michel 
Ronald C. StaC\' Davana S. Williams Jason E. I! art Christian H. Hershey jessica 1.. Odell'· • Steven C. Wilhelm 
Charles W. Sta~k Kevin T. Williams Carolyn L. Jlastrciter Siobhan M. Hoffman· Shawna V. Powell· 
Christina A. Starks Phyllis L. Williams Keri 1.. Hedges David j. Holmes Jr. Daniel R. Pyle 
.\lark l. Stein Walter Winiarczyk Marisa Veronica Hemditsky Nancy A. Lipomi· Sonia N. Ramos· 
Erik W. Steiner Trisha L. Winker jeffrey H. Henning Renee C. Lombardo A wilda E. Ramos·Zagarrigo 
William j. Stewart Shannan 1.. Wise .. AmyL. Horrigan Christina .\1. Lougen" Debbie Reyes 
David P. Stock Shannah .\I. Wittman • Amanda Lynn lsbrandt jennifer L. Martin Christine L. Riga'·· 
Kristine L. Stoklosa Tara L. Wolfgang lamia L. )ames Nydia E. Martinez Robert A. Rindtleisch II 
Michael). StO\'er· Karen L. Wolstoncroft Pamela D. james Holly M. Mascia• •• Susan marie Rusinski• · • 
Sandra C. Stra\'alaci Dawne E. Wolther Jennifer L. Kacqmki Angela C. McCarthy Heather A. Rustay· 
Freeman E. Swaggard Rhonda D. Wood Nassr Kasscm Heather L. ~lcCarthy Bradley E. Schutz·· · 
john T. Swiniuch · Christopher j. Woodrich Stephanie S. Keicher Barbara j. Miles' Carrie R. Seeley 
Robert P. Synor Mark C. Woods Wendy ,\1. Kenetick" · Kim S. ~tinnier Debra L. Sheehan 
Teresa Marie Szafr,lnski Nu:ole E. Woods Leanne M. Kisick.i Melis>a K. Mruk Aaron L. Shields 
Sandra B. Szydlowski Maria R. Work•" Shannon Marie Koons Scott D. Neumann I! eat her A. Short 
Garland W. Taborn Andrew D. Wright Elizabeth C. Kukoda · james W. Nohe• Mkhellc D. Sticfler' · · 
Susan l·. Taylor janessa E. Wright Tina F. La Barbcm Lori A. Papp'' Virginia A. Siroh 
~lichael 1'. Thoin' 1-chun Yang Myla N. Lee Kristy L. Roslund Djemila M. Torres 
Eric P. Thom· jayne M. Yates Kelly M. Luce Melissa L. Salvatore' Lisa M. Tydings· 
Jodie 1.. Thompson jung-soo Yoon Lameyci Martin Marisa L. Sauvageau' · Lisa M. Urban"' 
Shannon M. Thompson Susan M. Yox• juan C. Martinez Laurie Scantlin jessica A. Vilani · • · 
Edmund L. 'I ierncy Tracy R. Yund• Regina B. McFadden Christine A. Schmidt Daniclle M. Vilo 
Debra 1.. Tilkins• • · ~ lary A. Zafonte Kristie l.. .\1cGarrity Sherry L. Schroeder·" Jamie C. Weintraub 
Lisa Danielle llusto> Colleen E. Zaranek Sarah E. Miller Luke]. Silliman Joyce M. Wheeler 
)effre)' A. Toczek Melanie A. Zaremba hica A. Newsom Katrina A. Sinni AmyL. Winiarz• • 
john C. Todaro julie A. Zawistowski Abigail :--lieves Timothy A. Smelser 
~1ei·yce l ong jermaine L. Zeigler Anne .\1. O'Donnell-~1aurer Daniel C. Souder' AUGUST1999 
Tammie). Topolski Brian S. Zelak.iewicz · Kristine L. Overfidd )ill ~1. Stanwich ~lichacll:.. Cieslik 
Ricardo M. Torres Kimberly A. Zentai Njcri Ethiopia Pennycooke jennifer L. Sullivan Carey F. Hayes 
Pauline E. Torre)'"·· Paul Zoda Tamara L. Poindexter Sherri A. Van Ostberg Deanna L. Miserantmo 
Heather C. Towle Vibiana Pratcavage Michelle A. Y ahr Michelle A. Tou,,aint' 
Sheila M. Tralicante AUGUST 1999 Sabrina M. Pribek Denise F. Zuhlke Mary M. Zoratti ·· 
1-lclissa ). Traina :>lichole Lynn Allen Amalia M.K. Quinlan 
Corrie 1.. T redo Kate Elisabeth Applegate Jamie A. Randall MAY 1999 BACllELOR OF TECHNOlOGY 
Jlrian D. Trietley· • ]erma inc H. Arn1stead Andrea Ruth Read Dana ~I. Abendschem· -
1-lichael P. Trzybinsk.i Donna E. Baker· Deborah A. Redman Dana A. Accurso DECEMBER1998 
Karen 1.. Tschampcl l:ugene 1.. Batt jr. 1-!oniquc L. Robinson Kathy L. Berry" David j. Andruayk · 
II ideo Tsuchida Kimber!)' A. Bianchi jason Paul Scott • •' Peter 13. Bertram Alan P. Bulera• 
]a>on C. Tyler Kimberly M. Blanding Yolanda]. Seegars Na1asha Brenton Kenneth R. Burzynski 
Craig M. Uhrich Peter A. Bon core Michelle M. Sestito Michelle M. Brodnicki' • • Kevin G. Fuller 
jennifer L. Ulrich Lakesha P Boykin Stephen Lawrence Siler AndrewS. Bub Timolhy I! ayes' · 
Toua M. Vang Alida A. Boyle Thomas j. Sommer Paul G. Burgio Ch ristopher M. Marzec··· 
Rachel K. \'anSon Sarah Elizabeth Brewer joseph Anthony Spinelli Kelly A. Clark Tracy Pennington 
Andrea M. Ventura Rashad Bridgers Monica Stepney Shawn M. Clark• David A. Rossi 
Elaine M. Ventura• john K. Burgher• Dawn L. Stewart Renee L. Corba • · Fred N. Schrenk 
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1999 Graduate Degrees 
Master's and C.A.S. Degree jennifer Lewitas Ralph j. januale Karen B. Hackett james C. Trombley 
Candidates Nadine S. Lockwood Christine E. johnson AUGUST 1999 Cynthia A. Hanna Tamara A. Uchal 
Gwendolyn 1. Loomis Michael A. Kotch f'aith B. Andres David Hehr Nancy A. Valentino 
:-lASTER OF ARTS Emmett 0. Mixon jr. Stacy Kraus Melanie D. Chimento Amy K. Herman Tracy L. West 
Cathy A. Oddo Lina Lamatlina judith E. Donaldson Lisa M. Herrington Georgiana C. Wieszczecinski 
DECEMBER 1998 Carl isM. Pope Daniel R. Lanfear Sondra T. Ezrin Cathy M. Hryhorenko l\icole S. Williams 
jennifer A. Campbell Robin N. Powell Robin E. Lehrberger David E. Felker Lynn M. Hunter jacqueline A. Wright 
:-lark L. Galli Tammi Rogers Kim M. Maier Kurt ). Hansen !'vlichacl D. johnson Susan E. Zafrano 
Brent P. Higley Maritza Samoorian Steven C. Martin Robert j. Lange Il l Tina M. jones Kimberly A. Zakes 
Deborah R. Pfennig Terrianne Schulte jennifer M. Martino Shannon Lavey Misty L. Kerl Leanne M. Zlotek 
Matlhew j. Waterman Lynn M. Siradas Michelle A. Mazzone Tanya L. McMillan Flora M. Khinkis 
Mei Zhu 1'\ancy J. Sticht Marina L. McCuller Scotl J. Neuner julie A. Kracker MAY 1999 
Shirley C. Stolarski David W. McLuckie Angela L. Powell Carolyn M. Kraus Betty 1. Acosta 
MAY 1999 Gerhardt). Yaskow Mark j. McVay Lew Reczek Cecelia M. Kuban! Dana T. Adimey 
Kyle P. Baker john). Meegan Terrence M. Rose Aimee L. LaRosa jennifer M. Agnello 
jeffrey j. Biesinger MAY 1999 james P. ,\lluggleton Rebecca G. Rothfuss Ella A. La Vine Amanda M. Albrechcinski 
Philip j. Farris Jr. Florence Abdallah Carlos D. Muhammad Michael L. Scritchfield Carrie A. Lahr Aneela Ali 
Kevin M. Gibson Garth S. Aldrich Kelly A. Murphy llaimSitton Stacy A. Lauck Kathryn E. Allen 
Tae-Young Kim Donna j. Aquino jennifer j. Natal7ia Michael). Small Chery! II. Lewandowski Giovanni V. Anchundia 
Lana j. Laforest Warren T. Bacon Alexander I. Nwora Patricia Van Remmen judith A. Lonergan Susan E. Andujar 
Andrea Lever Linda C. Bm~man-jones Tami-Lyn M. O'Hara Ronald T. Williams Leigh C. Major Yvette D. Arlee 
William L. Marcy IV Daniel P. Brown Lorry L. Parson Cory W. Wright jessika L. Marvin Teri L. Ashker 
james j. McLoughlin jason V. Calabrese Terry A. Patterson l\ava Yeshoalul Eva Mastrantonio Kris L. Bailey 
Mario R. Montesdeoca Robert f. Carlson Karyn C. Peckey Kerry E. McKinnon john Baker 
Matthew A. Pawlikowski Patricia A. Chambers Alessandra jon '.V. Peterson MASTER OF SCIENCE IN Kim A. Meissner Victoria A. Baker 
jennifer A. Schwartzot Ivy Chieza Gina L. Plai r EDUCATION Janel! M. Mikula Lori A. Ball 
Jeffrey M. Shaw Ramelli L. Choates Sandra L. Porter Vicki L. Militello Melita M. Barnes 
Melissa A. Wadsworth-~ Iiller Michelle M. Clawson james P. Pullano DECEMBER 1998 Michelle A. Miller Dana E. Bialecki 
Laura M. Connell Cortland M. Pu rks Anthony M. Alessi Terry j. Miller Lorraine M. Bianco 
~lASTER OF SCIENCE Lynn M. Corto Martha Redondo Susan B. Bandinelli Rebecca L. Moorman Patricia A. Body 
Karen L. Cunningham Sabrina E. Red wing-Saunders Maria A. Blask Robert E. ~l roz Dwight C. Bonk 
DECEMBER 1998 Willie F. Cunningham Susan E. Reilly Mary Bonnar Christine B. Napper David G. Bowman 
Gabriela Alpirez Denise M. Daley Michele A. Ross Theresa L. Brader Brenda C. Ott Maryrose Brady 
Lisa Barrow Charlene DeMont MaryS. Sasso Kirsten M. Burns Kenneth M. Peters Woody C. Brandy 
Ryan D. Christie jennifer M. Drouin john A. Sharkey Robert). Cammarata Robert A. Pierce Sally A. Brennan 
james C. Coggins Paola D. Dylik Monica Shepherd Charles B. Carey Suzanne Reid Linda). Brown 
Daniel j. Danforth Bruce Faso Rachel Skemer ~latthew D. Carucci Tammy R. Rice Daniel E. Burns 
J>asheena Days Anne K. Flaherty Celeste R. Smith Deborah A. Cercone Beth R. Richter Molly L. Burns 
Kathryn E. Dinardo Hermela M. Forth jon A. Smith Beckie L. Condino Mary Rocco Diane M. Campbell 
Evelyn Disla john L. Funderburg Arthur F. Stachowski Loyd a M. Cuevas Kathleen P. Rose Susan Carrick 
Camille M. Erenstoft ~ Iaureen A. Glavey Virginia A. Sundell Lisa L. Cummings Mary A. Russell Colleen M. Carter 
Daniel D. Gambino Antonio A. Gonzalez Renee G. Swift Amy S. DiPirro jennifer L. Scioli Louis A. Cavaretta 
Renee M. Gan Bernarda Griffith Sebastian Tate Loretta Y. Dicarlo judith M. Shaughnessy Amy). Chambers 
Darryl W. Harvin Patricia A. llabicht Meada L. Taylor jennifer L. Dixon jennifer L. Shearer jennifer L. Chavanne 
james G. I lowe Muriel K. Hagen Loretta Ward Diane L. Doricko-Amantia Sara A. Simmons Geraldine R. Cind ric 
Kathleen jean james J. llepler Rita Ward Kristin A. JJudek Gina M. Smaldone Carrie A. Ciraolo 
Leigh Kramer jennifer L. Herrera joyce M. Weed Ethel Edwards Ann M. Smith julie M. Clark 
jeffrey Krull Sheila ~1. Herwood Linda C. Wheeler Cynthia D. Farthing Amy K. Tierney-Luthart Christa N. Colangelo 
Lorraine S. Kwiek Kelly Higgins Nicole V. Wooten Bernice). Forster Linda L. Tornquist Lisa M. Colby 
Maureen L. Lannen Holly j. Horn Ronald H. Wszalek Renee C. Gaume Silvia T. Tripp Cynthia Cosman 
Donna L. Larson john C. jaeger Lian Zhou Karen 1.. Green Tracy L. Tripp Susan E. Cronen 
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Denise M. Cudney jon T. ~!acSwan Jeffery E. Thomas 
Lori A. De Furia Charles F. Mahoney Colleen ~1. Thome 
Amelia). Prozny 
Mark A. DiRienzo Lisa A. Mangino Tammy L. Trybus 
Michele D. Roll 
Patricia A. Dilamarter Diane I. Marano Rosalyn M. Vasi 
Rebecca M. Rzadkiewicz 
joseph G. Dimaria Amy R. Massing julie A. Vercillo Cathy M. Vanderland 
Lynette II. Dixon Matthew H. Matyjas Thomas T. Verga Cynthia). Wynne 
Marianne Dixon Alesia R. Mcintosh Philip j. Verratti Diana L. Zito 
Wchelle ~1. Donner Carole A. McLaughlin joann Versaggi 
Susan M. Drust Teresa C. Metz-Zagskorn john Vogt ~!ASTER OF PROFESSIONA L 
Danny H. Duff Mary R. 1-!eyl Patricia Walker 
STUDIES 
Carol L. Dunbar AmyL. l>!iklas Patricia S. Walker 
DECEMBER 1998 
joyce G. Dunphy Maureen A. Milligan Paul). Walker Amy C. Kontrabecki 
Margaret j. Dyte-Graczyk Mary E. ~1ilosich Gina G. Walsh Sheila A. McCarthy 
Erin K. Eberhart Lisa E. Mitchell Mary M. Wedgwood 
Kathryn M. McFarland 
Rebecca j. Fast Melanie A. Morse Heidi Wesolowski Lynn M. Nawrocki 
james L. Fire Katrina M. MJeller Michael F. White AmyL. Roberts 
julie A. Flick Melanie K. Neale Michelle M. White 
jonathan M. Gatto Melissa 'emec Tammy L. Wiedrich CERTIFICATE OF ADVANCED 
George W. Gilham j r. Irene A. Odden Katherine L. Williamson STUDIES 
Ramon Gonzalez Marcia ). Orr Casey M. Young-Welch 
Sandra L. Gorney Laura j. Pajak Jolene M. Zadvorney DECEMBER 1998 
Dominic Govenettio Loretta j. Palmer Candice Zak Carol A. Fial 
Laura A. Graovac David A. Pavan Albert W. Zarcone 
Steven A. Weber 
Kelly A. Greiner Judy L. Percy Linda A. Zimmerman 
Maria Zawistowski 
joyce K. Hahn Kim M. Pesany-Au 
:-laney A. Hare Wendy M. Pfeuffer AUGUST1999 
MAY 1999 
Robert Hayes Tracey A. Phi llips Tammee M. Acquisto 
Clara L. Bivens 
Elizabeth A. Heller Diana L. Pohlman Marta K. Alexander 
june Mari Clark 
David j. Hilger Nicole S. Popovich Lisa j. Bak Sharonn j. Clawson 
Kathleen A. Hoenig Richard j. Powers Daisy Balaguer Kathleen M. Cores 
~-1agdalene M. Holt Donna j. Pucciarelli Fel icia A. Belliotti Mary A. Dyjak 
Kristin M. Hooker Daniel E. Ralyea Jr. Timothy M. Cardinal 
Angela M. Elmore 
Kimberly J. Houseknecht NicoleT. Ranne Shawna K. Case Machelski 
Lillian R. Matias 
Kimberley Huffman jay A. Rigdon Darbe j. Corser Anne M. Obersheimer 
Roger L. Hutter jr. Bethann M. Roebling-Flynn Cornelius F. Donovan Erich E. Reidell 
David j. lzydorczak james P. Rogowski Rock D. Doyle Arlene F. Rosowski 
Melody A.jason Sheila M. Rovner james j. Ferguson Phil J. Sorge 
joelle A. java Michael F. Ruffino Melissa Fiorella Maria D. Torres 
Diane M. johnson Cheryl A. Scherbarth Michele M. Franco Michelle L. Walczak 
Anne M. jowsey Roberta Schlehr Lisa A. Haeseler Roberta L. Wyner 
Dorothy M. Kamoche Michelle A. Seifried jill A. Hessinger 
,\1ary Kane Edward j. Shaver Kristen A. Hetzelt AUGUST 1999 
Colleen E. Kelley Christopher T. Shively Richard E. Jetter 
Carolyn Maurin 
Laina A. Kennedy Rebecca L. Smith Molly A. Keenan 
Phyllis F. Morrell 
Heather K. Kernan-Castello Terry M. Smith Heather C. Lecceardone 
Parette U. Walker 
SaHar F. Khalil jennifer A. Sommer Crista A. Maghrak 
Leslie M. Lambright Lisa A. Sparks Gretchen 1\. Meissner 
Maureen A. Littlefield Donald j. Stephans Stephanie A. Nearhood 
john j. Lloyd john D. Stinneford Kristen A. Ockrin 
Staci A. Loughran Susan M. Szadek Christine L. Orcutt 
jill M. MacSwan David A. Thiel Suzanne M. Perez 
Alice E. Phillips 
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Living in the Dorms 
OK ... the college doesn't like the word 
"dorms" any more. They prefer to call them 
Residence Halls, but somehow "my room in 
the hall" doesn't sound quite as comfy as 
"my dorm room." And make no mistake, 
between good friends and teddy bears, the 
rooms can be pretty comfy. 
147 
t Experience 
Being a college student involves a lot of 
sitting in classrooms and out-of-class 
studies- but there's more to it than 
that. Those approaching graduation 
can choose a school ring. Some 
students find employment on campus 
at such places as the student union 
information desk. If you're lucky 
enough to have some free time on a 
sunny day there's friends to lounge 
with. Then there's the many choices to 
be made when looking for a meal on 
campus. The ultimate getaway for a 
Buffalo State student is the Whispering 
Pines Collge Camp in Franklinville ... 
where pie fights are not unheard of. 
149 
International Fiesta 
One of the features of the annual International 
Fiesta is a series of musical dance 
presentations with students from all over the 
world showing off their home-style. 
150 
AELParty 
The Adelante Estudiantes Latinos 
sponsor a party every year to 
celebrate the end of another 
successful school year. 
151 
Washington D.C. Trip ... 
A group of international students drove down to the nation's capital during the spring break to see the sights. The photo on 
this page shows a rest-stop along the way. In the photo on the opposite page the group poses in front of the White House. 
Lots of museums, monuments, and restaurants were on the group's itnerary. 
152 
I AELParty 
The Adelante Estudiantes Latinos 
sponsor a party every year to 
celebrate the end of another 
successful school year. 
153 
The USG Banquet 
154 
In May the United Students' Government 
held their "Academia Awards" Banquet at 
the Statler Rendezvous Room in downtown 
Buffalo. Recognition awards were handed 
out to students, student organizations, staff, 
and faculty members. Music was provided by 
Dr. Phil Santa Maria (Associate VP for Student 
Affairs appropriately enough) and his band. 
Finally, as seen on this page, the 1999-2000 
Executive Officers were sworn in by the out-
going USG officers. 
0 
I_ 
USGBanquet 
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The Cherry Poppin' Daddies 
The biggest event of the year was when Swing Rock came to Buffalo State and the Cherry 
Poppin' Daddies headlined a show at the Sports Arena on Sunday, November 1, 1998. 
The eight-man band played a mix of jump-blues swing, mambos, and straight rock for an 
audience of about 1700 - a crowd that included not just college students but a generous number 
of highschoolers and even grade school kids who came with their parents. The arena bleachers 
were filled with observers - the floor with more active dancers. 
The Daddies, dressed in pinstripe suits and colorful ties, brought 
down the house with their radio hit "Zoot Suit Riot:' The three-piece 
horn section socked out the melodic lines behind singer Steve Perry's 
vocals and added occasional background shouts and harmonies. 
The evening opened with Ozomatli, a 10-piece band with a more 
world-music approach. Lots of percussion, bi-linguallyrics, and both 
on- and off-stage dancing made their set a treat. 
Clflttlr 
,G,PIN, 
DADDIES 
Ozomatli was followed by The Pietasters, a band similar to the Daddies in their swing rock 
and horn augmented line-up, but with the faster tempos of ska added to their mix. They also 
periodically filled the stage with fog from an off-stage smoke machine - a curiously '70s 
effect for a '40s cum '90s act. 
Cherry Poppin' Daddies' bass player Dan Schmidt Daddies' drummer Tim Donohue 
Concert photos by jennifer Szewczuk 
Cherry Poppin' Daddies lead singer Steve Perry fronts 
the horns: Ian Early, Dana Heitmari, and Sean Flannery 
(top left); croons under the mirror ball (bottom left); 
and stalks the stage (bottom right). Guitarist Jason 
Moss is shown at top right. 
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mAnE BY 'HE nEv' mn 1 E·nnu1m Ill U I II 1\ I 11111....1.... IIIIIUIII, 
SUBUMINAL COURSES WILL 
GIVE NEW MEANING TO THE 
TERM "NIGHT STUDENT." 
THERE Will BE FEWER 
LECTURES AND TEXT BOOKS 
DUE TO DIRECT DOWHLDADING 
OF ClASSES. 
THERE Will BE GENETICALLY ENHANCED 
ATHLETES AND ZERIHlRAVITY GYMNASTICS. 
THE NOM-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS 
WILL STILL BE HERE 
AND THE UNIVERSITY POUCE Will BE ON 
GUARD FOR OUR PROTECTION. 
PARKING WILL STILL BE A PROBLEM, BUT 
ADMINISTRATION WILL PROVIDE SHUTTLES TO 
LOT·Z ON THE FAR SIDE OF THE MOON. 
HIGH COSTS WILL FORCE STUDENTS' CLONES TO HELP 
PAY THEIR ORIGINAL'S TUITION, FEES AND ANES. 
TM 
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lrl't'JYI~i\4 tlr<!t Mltf'lirrt~rl'rrftltl'• '" rplphfil~ 
ttliiMel't S fltrthdi!Y$ m !tUU. I he candtrs hurn 
throughout the day to symbolize life. The tradition 
of birthday cakes continues with popular characters 
as part of the cake decoration. 
0 In 1853, chef George 
<'ntm rrr/llrll nntAtn 
chips in New York after 
a customer keeps 
requesting thinner 
french-fried potatoes. 
The U.S., with over 700 
varieties on the market, 
consumes the most 
potato chips worldwide. 
8 
0 M 
0 Before sweat glands are clearly understood in 
the 19th century, perfume is used to mask the 
odor of sweat. Introduced in 1888, Mum• is the 
first product to ward off underarm moisture 
~) The average American's 
f~vnrjtp ffif'/1) in 1 !l'l4 i~ II 
frUit cup, vegetable soup, 
steak and potatoes, peas, rolls 
and butter. and pte a Ia mode. Jeens today 
rttnk piZZa, trench tnes, pasta, hamburgers/ 
cheeseburgers and chicken nuggets as their 
top five favorite foods. 
and odor. In I 997, Americans spend $1.48 billion 
on deodorant. 
(i In IR~2. thr M;mfirlrl :)hor 
Company m England tirst produces 
quality shoes in standard sizes 
and large quantities. Sneakers are 
in l rn~nr ... t in " '" lQIJ, ''"' ' '"'Y 'tnd 
rn~l ~ fpw rlnll:~r~ N~mP.hr~nrf 
shoes today can cost 
hundreds of dollars. 
0 Swing dancing, 
pnJ1nl~r in thP 
I !IJOs, makes 
a comeback 
m I!I!IK 
0 Nine percent of 
" ''"•" ·loultl,, 111111 
a TV in 1950. 
That number 
rises to 98 
~l!rCI:!IILtJY ~~~-'· 
011 il~t!tag~. 9~ 
percent of today's 
teens watch TV 
for 11.4 hours 
0 In 1570, Queen Elizabeth I 
receives a gift of gold toothpicks, 
which are used to clean Leeth. 
Toothbrushes do the job today 
with hundreds of options of sizes, 
colors, shapes and bristles. 
Ci In ll:lO, tho firct rottaurant or ~~ok chop" opono in Kllifong, 
the capital of the Northern Son11 dynasty. Today. M.;[)Qnald'~ 
has more than 23,500 restaurants in 113 countries. Americans 
~~~eml4tl ~erceut or Lllelr CUIJlltlUIIat~ away rrotullOIIll! In 1~ 
compared to 25 percent in 1955. 
Conquistadors return to Spain 
in 1527 after finding the natives 
of New Spain eating algae, agave 
worms, winged ants, tadpoles, 
water flies, white worms, nnd 
tllsecttal"Jae. IOdAy, klds enJoy < ' _ ·#f' C In 1850, Levi Strauss 
r invents blue jeans in San FrancrScQ, Ori~inally made with canvas, denim replaces the material in the early candy in the shape of ~ 1860s. The average American now 
Guglielmo Marconi invents the radio in 1895 using 
a crude transmitter. Music makes history on TV 
when the Beatles appear on The Ed Sullivan Show 
in 1964. Music continues to make history on TV 
when MTV kicks off in 1981. Today, 68 percent of 
teens watch MTV 5.4 hours a week. 
0 The commode 
becomes a popular 
addition to homes in 
1700. Recent findings 
reveal women spend 
80 seconds using a 
public restroom while 
men spend 45 seconds. 
C Accordin~ to le~end, on May 8, 1886, Atlanta pharmacist 
John Perberton produced the syrup for Coca-Cola in a 
three-legged brass pol in his backyard. Coca-Cola was 
first bottled in 1899 and is today's best-selling soft drink. 
Americans drink 127 million 8-ounce servings every day. 
owns 7.03 pairs of jeaos. 
French court of 
Louis XV, wom(ln 
style their hair Um~e feet 
high forci~ them to sleep 
sitting up. The hair would be 
left in place for months; insects 
and mice would nest In it. 
Today's hairstyles are a little 
more "down to earth.'' 
Mary Evans Picture Library 
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In 1374, the entire population of 
a European city goes Into a 
pathologicnl frenzy, dancing in 
fhP ~ti'PPt~ 11ntil Inn P\'hiiii~IPO Or 
injured to continue. Slam dancing 
and mosh pits are common manias 
at today's concerts. 
C! In the 1000s, engagements 
are arranged at age seven 
and marriage follows at 
age 12 f11r girls and 14 for 
boys. Today, the average age 
at marriage for women is 
24.5 and 26.9 for men. 
0 Average life expectancy 
in the 1000s is 30. In 1997, 
it rises to 79 for females 
and 73 for males. 
0 In th9 1700r, br:>th r9xir 
wear powdered wigs, 
rouge and red lipstick. 
'l'hey also etch the1r 
whitened faces in blue 
to bring out the veins. 
Wnrlrh•rinP ~rmn~l ~~~P~ 
of ro~metics today 
exceed $80 billion. 
0 Parrots, c110aries, monkeys and fluffy dogs are 
the preferred pets of the 1500s. Exotic pets of 
today in~lude iguanas and tarantulas. 
In the 1800s, chaperones accompany girls on 
their dates. In later years, ice cream parlors 
become popular date hangouts. Today's hot 
spots are shopping malls. 
0 The world 
population in 
1600 totals 545 
million compared 
to over 5.9 biUion 
in 1998. The U.S. 
population in 
li:IU totlll~ J.!l 
million compared 
to over 270 
million in 1998. 
0 Atari introduces Pon~ 
James Naismith invents 
basketball in 1891 using a 
soccer !Jail and two peach 
baskets. Basketball is now 
America's most popular sport. 
In 1920, the New York 
Yankee$ pav Geor~e 
"Babe" Ruth $125,000. 
In 1997, 21-yE>ar-oll1 
Kevin Garnett signs a 
seven-year rontrart worth 
$126 million with the 
Minnesota Timberwolves. 
0 The first roller coaster, built in 1892 at Cedar Point in 
Sandusky, Ohio, stands 25 feet high and travels 10 miles per 
hour. The Riddler's Revenge'" at Six Flags Magic Mountain~ is 
the tallest and fastest stand-up roller coaster, standing 156 feet 
and hitting a top speed of 65 miles per hour with a maximum 
of 4.2 gravity forces. 
0 Court jesters first appear in 1202. Modern jesters come 
in tho form of oomodiano, ouoh ao Jorry Soinfold whooo 
TV show, Semfeld, ends its nine-year run in 1998. 
the first commercial video 
game, in 1972. Today's 
home video game systems 
include Sony PlayStation , 
Sega Saturn· and Nintendo 
64 . About 63 percent of 
teens play video games an 
average of 3.9 hours a week. 
In 1903. The Possion 
Play at 30 minutes is the 
longest movie produced 
at this time, with average 
films running three or 
four minutes. The 1997 
movie Titanic runs about 
three-and-a-half hours. 
0 Joseph Merlin develops 
the first practical pair of 
roller skates in 1759. 
Scott Olson invents the 
modern version of In-line 
skates m 1979. Today, 
41 percent of teens own 
in-line skates. 
C In 1978, a federal judge rules that high school 
girls may participate on teams with boys. 
Women take further strides in sports with the 
firot Wl'lllA gnmo on Juno 31, 1007. 
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Oriental spices are used to di~guise ~ 
the bad taste of spoiled meat In 
1499. Meat sold in the U.S. today 
must pass USDA standards. 
!.., .)COtltSn DlaCKSMttn 
Ktrkoatru;k Mi\cmillan 
creates the lirst 
btcvcle, then called a 
velocipede, in 1839. 
Bicycling is a 
competitive sport 
around the world 
today with some 
bikes costing several 
thousand dollars. 
vel 
0 When a royal Japanese family stains their teeth 
black in 1233, it quickly becomes a sign of beauty. 
White teeth are a sign of beauty today, with 
Americans spending S100 million a year on 
over-the-counter tooth-whitening products. 
lltt~~llnt u A. pt'tlll'lty tMt.y, hUt t.rouM lJUU t6 JIUU, 
~~~~It! wuuhl ltUtl!!dliJdge dHll ~luv uutlllelt l'llmluw~ 
into :~lleys th11t swarmerl with rats, Hil'$ 11nd pig~. 
The R111rk f)e11th sweeps Western 
Europe from 1347-51 and kills over 
25 million people (one in four). 
22.6 million people live with 
The Pony Express travels between SL Joseph, 
Missouri, and Sacramento, California. The 
2000-mile distance takes 10 days. Today, e-mail 
1s almost instantaneous. 
0 Spectacles are invented in 1286 
in ltaJy. The first practiral ron tart 
lenses are developed in 1877 
followed by plastic lenses in 1954. 
Laser surgery can now correct 
certain eyesight problems. 
: ,, • ....,,u .... , which is identified in 1981. 
. 
~ 
0 In 1783, it takes Thomas Jefferson five days to travel90 miles 
using public transportation. Today, the Concorde airplane travels 
at 1.336 mile& ocr h<1ur and cm~ses !hr. Atlantic Ocean in vnder 
throo hourt. 
I 
I 
0 German Karl Benz invents the automobile in 1~!!5. 
and Henry Ford begins mass production of the 
.\IOMI I tn I !lUll Wltn Over I!> ri\IIIIOh SOlO In tne 
U.S. by 1!1~0. Over H million cars are sold in 
the U.S. in 1996. 
0 Not until the year 1000 did Indian 
mMilf'mMiri~n <irirlh~r;~ rPrngni7P 
the importance of zero. Since we 
hrg~n rnunhng thf' )'f'~trs with nnP 
rather than zero. the new 
IUJIII!tiiiiWII vmlldlly )I4Jl) lu ZOO!, 
not 2000. Excitement is building 
for New Year's Eve 1999, but so is 
lhr ff'ilr I hill romnutrrs m;~v 
recognize the year 2000 as 1900. Jan 1 ' 
n Doctors in the 1000s use an astrological 
chart to determine a patient's trPatmPnt. 
Medicine is ingested only when the 
moon is in a favorable position. Many 
people today carry on the astrological 
tradition through horoscopes. 
0 Yellowstone National Park. the first 
park in the National Park System, is 
cstnbhshed on March 1, 1872, and 
rmrpr~ ? ? million ~rrP~ Thr N~tinn~l 
rarK ~ystl!tuuuw cuvl!rs M tlllllluu acres. 
s. O.OlinskvWG 
:) Christopher Columbus lands in the 
Bahamas on October 12, 1492. Neil 
Armstrong walks on the moon on July 20, 
1969. In 1998, NASA begins construction 
of the International Space Station, the 
most complex technological project in 
human history. 
Surgery in the 1800s is performed 
Uti !JIIutli\JI~t:tl!ldllt:lll~ uull\!t IIU 
anesthesia by surgeons who wipe 
instruments clean. Many people 
now elect to have cosmetic 
out•~tl')'. In IUU7, ;J7 percent ot 
cosmehc ~ur5lerv oahent$ understo 
multiple procedures. 
ul1 ;,. vliL, tlulv louJ;,.~ CD llOM 
that stores, enhances, shares 
and prints photos on a 
personal computer. 
Thomas Edison patents the 
phonograph in 111711. Sharp 
intrnrlnrf'~ il minilli~r [!lilyf'r 
in I !1!1!! that records music 
from rnmnilrt llir.r~ 
.Ill~ thl: IUWIJII!l, 
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children under age nine may not 
work In the textile lnd\l$try, ages 
9-13 may work nine hours per 
day, and ages 13-18 may work 12 
hours per day. Today's lOth to 
12th grader works an average of 
lQ hnnr<; ~ WPf'lr 
0 ~~~ur.ll iu l:l:iO, Tlo~ Diuet~' Clulo i~ tlth n,,,, ~r:ur.t"l 
numQ~ft nedit r.ard. Bv 1996. thr.rr. arr. ovr.r m million 
m~an !'lira nouters ana aoout J,.;!lu,vuu AIM U!fmtna.Js 
in thP. IJ.S. 
Julius Caesar creates a calendar with 
A~t 111 ~~~Ute fltM Ut1y ur Ute ycJJ. hi 
1582, a new calendar is devised with 
January I as New Year's Day. Those 
who continue to celebrate New Year's 
Orty vu Afidl 1 dtt Luu~Jtle1 eoJ fuull., 
hence April Fool's Day. 
0 
The earliest Mrican slave arrives in the U.S. in 1509, 
fDUIWillf fly 10 l& million MJ'ioano in tbtt ID.Pgoot rorood 
migration m history. People from around the world now 
come willingly, with almost one million immigrants 
entering the U.S. in 1996 alone. 
0 lu lO'i':i, Mt~~~(lduJ~ ... u~ ltnt fitvloiLit, 
rnr.n rrmu weartnl! tuu~ hair, Ru~~ra 
taxes men with beards in 1698. 
Hairstyle is a personal choice today. 
t~ II ' ''' 1 'fiMPrlol'"t l~w tlllhli pellplll rn~yn(lt Ill~"~ hllrt'IP 
on !'>unday except lor church or an emergency. Many stores 
are now open :14 hours, 'I days a week. 
Women first gain the 
right to votP in NPw 
ZPnlann in 1!!93, with 
Amencan women 
gi\ining (he fighl in 
lq?.o Thr volin~-lliP 
population ofthe 
U.S. today is over 
193 million. 
• C In the 1400s, books 
are symbols of prestige 
and are considered 
treasures due to small 
print runs. l'eople 
trade vineyards and 
hordo of ontllo for ono 
book. Today, the 
average teenager 
spends lour hours a 
week reading for fun. 
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0 French high school students demand 
more teachers, better equipment and 
buildings and a lighter course load in 
an October protest in Paris. The French 
government designates $40 million 
ann ualJy over the next four years, as 
well as 1,000 new teaching posts. 
0 A total collapse of the Russian ruble sends world markets into chaos. 
Boris Yeltsin asks Viktor Chemomyrdin to head the government to 
help restore political and economic stability. 
0 After a U.N. drug summit in which 
150 r.mmlrir.~ r.11rl11r~r. an 4nli·drurl 
campaign, the U.S. vows to spend an 
estimated $1 billion over the next 
fi\'0 yonro on nnti drug nd·:ortioing1 
corporate and civic partnerships 
and promotion. 
0 In a dangerous escalation of hostile feelin~s in the area, India begins 
nuclear bomb testing in response to Pakistan's testing of the Ghauri missile. 
0 A memorial 
CUlllllltlllUfllLi ug 
t~P. fir,t ~~nnivP.rs~cy 
of the death of Princess 
Diana and Dodi Fayed is 
put on display in London's 
Harrods department store, 
which is owned by Dodi's father. 
0 On September 2, Swissair Flight Ill crashes in the 
sea in Peggy's Cove, Nova Scotia, Canada, killing all 
229 passengers and crew aboard. A cockpit wiring fire 
is thP. snspP.rted cause of the disaster. 
0 A discotheque fire in Goteborg, Sweden, kills 
67 teens and injures several more, making it 
the deadliest fire in modern Swedish history. 
Arson is the suspected cause of the October fire. 
{) In retaliation for the African 
embassy bombings, the U.S. 
attacks a suspected chemical 
weapons factory in the capital of 
Sudan and a terrorist training 
camp in Afghanistan, and launches 
a worldwide search for suspected 
mastermind Osama bin Laden. 
j 
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:) On August 7, powerful 
hnmbs explode outside the 
U.S. embassies in Kenya 
and Tanzania killing 248 
people, including 12 
Americans, nnd injuring 
more than 5,000. 
OThe worst summer 
flooding in China 
since 1954 kills 
3,000 people, 
destroys 17 million 
homes and affects 
one-fifth of the 
country's population. 
0 After months of negotiations, Swiss banks and 
Jewish groups reach a $1.25 billion settlement in 
a lawsuit filed by thousands of Holocaust survivors 
to recover lost savings. 
0 The remains of 
Czar Nicholas II 
and his family, 
killed in 1918 in 
Central Russia 
and buried in a 
mass grave, are 
exhumed and 
laid to rest in 
St. Petersburg. 
0 On January I, 1999, the 
0 NASA and Russia will conduct 45 missions to 
launch and assemble the International Space 
Station Alpha. Set for completion by 2004, the 
station will be powered by almost an acre of solar 
panels and will weigh almost one million pounds. 
0 President Clinton becomes the first U.S. 
leader to visit China since the Tiananmen 
Square massacre in 1989. Many criticize 
Clinton for his apparent leniency toward 
China's human rights restrictions. 
F I ash 
Hurricane Mitch 
ravages parts of 
Central America 
and kills more than 
10,000 people, 
making it the 
second deadliest 
stonn in the 
re~;~on's history. 
John Hume and David Trimble, Northern 
Ireland's two main political party 
leaders, win the Nobel Peace Prize for 
their efforts to end the violence that 
has plagued the British province for 
three decades. 
After a stop in Mexico City In January 
1999, Pope John Paul II arrives In 
St. Louis, Missouri, and celebrates 
Mass with over 100,000 people 
In attendance. 
In January 1999, an earthquake that 
measures 6.0 on the Richter scale hits 
Colombia killing over 1,000 people. 
currency in II European Common Market countries. 
It will be three more years before euro coins and 
cash are officially put into circulation. 
King Hussein of Jordan, 63, dies on 
February 7, 1999, of lymphatic cancer. 
Hussein's 47-year reign made him the 
Mlrtrllt Fnt't longtrt•nrving ltildtr. 
• I 
:) President Clinton becomes the second 
president m history to be impeached. 
The House of Representatives charges 
him with two counts of obstruction 
of justice and perjury. The Senate 
acquits Clinton after a five-week trial. 
n 
C Convicted killer Martin Gurule escapes death row and is later found 
drowned in a nearby river. Gurule is the first Texas inmate to escape 
death row since 1934. 
C The U.S. Treasury unveils a new $20 
bill designed to be much harder to 
counterfeit and more capable 
of withstanding heavy abuse . 
.C After 50 years of work, 
the face of Crazy Horse 
is revealed at the South 
Dakota monument. When 
completed, the memorial, 
carved out of a mountain, will 
be the largest sculpture in the world. 
Sixteen of the 24 glass beads that historians 
believe were used to buy Manhattan Island from 
Native Indians in 1626 are donated to the Indian 
Museum of North America located at the Crazy 
Horse Memorial. 
..II' PhoiD'Crazy Horse Memorial. Robb DeWald. File 
0 A massive Millennium Clock in New York City's 
garment district counts down the days, hours, 
minutes and seconds to the year 2000. 
_;:,} 
0 In June, African-American James Byrd 
Jr., 49, is chained to the back of a truck 
and dragged to his death in Jasper, 
Texas, by three men, two of whom have 
ties to white supremacists. 
:) Mentally unstable Russell 
Eugene Weston Jr. charges 
into the U.S. Capitol 
building on July 24 and 
fatally shoots Special Agent 
John Gibson and Officer 
Jacob Chestnut. 
C Reform Party 
candidate Jesse 
Ventura shocks 
the nation when 
ho win~ tho raoo 
for governor 
of Minnesota 
in November. 
Ventura is a 
former Navy Seal, 
pro wrestler and 
action movie actor. 
0 In September, Hurricane Georges crashes through the 
Florida Keys and Mississippi. The killer storm causes 
the largest mandatory evacuation in Florida history, and 
Mississippi victims receive over $131 million in aid. 
C Northwest Airlines 
pilots strike for 
17 days in August 
and September 
causing more than 
27,000 canceled 
flights and a loss 
of S338 million. 
0 A Titanic exhibit tours the U.S. featuring over 
200 artifacts and displays chronicling the fateful 
ship's maiden voyage and tragic sinking. 
In response to family pressure, DNA 
testing confirms that remains buried in 
the Tomb of the Unknowns are those of 
Michael J. Blassie, an Air Force pilot shot 
down In VIetnam. 
c In summer 1998, North Texas 
temperatures exceed I 00 degrees 
for 45 days. The state ·s heat death 
toll climbs to 132 and fires bum 
over 344,000 acres. 
In August, General Motors Corporation 
and United Auto Workers reach an 
agreement that ends an eight-week strike. 
President Clinton announces the lederal 
government ends the 1998 fiscal year 
with a budget surplus of $70 t Ilion 
the first surplus since 1969. 
More than 280 colleges now admit 
some or all of their applicants without 
regard to SAT or ACT scores. Many 
schools say the system improves the 
academic quality and diversity of their 
student bodies. 
DNA tests determine that Rebecca 
Chittum was unknowingly switched with 
Callie Conley at a Virgmla hospital after 
their births three years ago. This case 
prompts a nalional debate on the need 
for stricter hospital procedures. 
0 An analysis of Eastern Seaboard 
weather shows it really does rain 
more frequently on weekends than 
during the week, an average of 22 
percent more. Automobile emission 
patterns are the suspected cause of 
the phenomenon. 
JJ 
0 NASA's Lunar Prospector finds scattered pockets of ice beneath the 
lunar surface. The presence of water could enable astronauts to use 
the moon as a kind of space-based filling station. 
Apple's translucent aqua-blue iMac personal 
computer, its first consumer offering in years, 
is marketed mainly for Internet usage and, 
therefore, doesn't come with a disk drive. 
Its popularity soars and it soon becomes 
available in several other colors. 
C John Glenn, 77, 
becomes the oldest 
astronaut when he 
0 The comet Tempel-Tuttle causes a meteor storm when it passes by Earth. The comet 
will be visible again in fall 1999, after which it won't reappear for another 32 years. 
undertakes a space 
shuttle mission in 
October, 36 years after his 
first space flight. later, Glenn 
retires from a 24-year career in 
the U.S. Senate. 
A computerized T-shirt, woven with fiber optics 
and electrically conducted thread, may soon 
monitor the health of soldiers, rescuers, the 
elderly and others who are medically vulnerable. 
Mtchael A. Schwan 
0 Columbia University graduate student Elizabeth 
Brannon and psychology professor Herbert 
Terrace demonstrate that monkeys can master 
simple arithmetic on at least the level of a 
two-year-old child. 
{} A study demonstrates that the more hours 
people spend on the Internet, the more 
depressed, stressed and lonely they feel. 
0 The USDA announces 
that a :IS-millisecond 
blast of 270-degree steam 
applied to meat kills 99.99 
percent of the bacteria. 
This !Jrucess follows 
the unpopular method 
of irradiation. 
. 
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C The FDA withholds 
medical approval of 
St. John's Wort, the 
popular herbal 
supplement widely 
believed to relieve 
depression. However, 
American consumer 
demand has led to 
St. John's Wort • its use in everything from lipstick to 
potato chips. 
0 On August 12, the $1 billion Titan 4 rocket explodes ~2 seconds after 
liftoff. The rocket payload included a highly classified Defeuse 
Department satellite. 
C· Chemistry professor 
Claude Yoder co-authors 
"Interactive Chemistty," 
a CD-ROM that uses 
animation to lead 
students through 
chemistry problems, 
eliminating the need 
for a textbook. 
0 Kesearchers reveal a 
new technique that 
determines the sex 
of a baby before 
conception. This 
technique uses n laser 
detector that measures 
the DNA in sperm cells. 
(} Paleontologists in Argentina discover thousands of 
shards of fossilized dinosaur eggs. Several shards 
contain the fossilized remains of unhatched 
0 Researchers discover a gene that may cause 
the aggresstve behavior of "killer bees." 
This knowledge may help tame African 
bees, whose sting has deterred beekeepers 
from tending hives. 
Alan Shepard, 
the first American 
in space, dies on 
July 22 at the 
age of74. 
L 
planet outside our solar system that is 
about 450 light years away from Earth. 
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surgeon Dr. Denton Cooley performs 
open-heart surgery which II broadcast 
live on the America's Health Network 
Internet web site. 
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0 Lovegety, a palm-sized matchmaking 
device, is the latest craze with Japanese 
tP.P.nagers. When it comes within 15 
feet of another Lovegety, high-pitched 
beepers go off, lights flash, and the 
"love detectors" display whether the 
users' preset interests match. It's now 
available in the U.S. 
0 A USA Today investigation reveals that many of the nation 's safe 
drinking water regulations are not being enforced. The report 
reveals that even the worst violations have just a I in 10 chance 
of drawing legal action. 
C Furby, the year's must-have interactive 
toy, has a vocabulary of 200 words in 
both English and its own language, 
"Furbish." Furby knows when it is 
being petted, when the lights go out, 
when music starts, and if there's 
another Furby in the room. 
~) Af'p~u• il\~ in molb 
0 WildEyes contact lenses feature several designs, including a starburst, 
black eight ball and eat's eyes. The $165 lenses come in prescription and 
non-prescription and don't interfere with eyesight. 
111 .n su!lt:!~, JuU klll~k~ 
dispense employment 
opportunities for interested 
applicants. Job seekers enter 
their skills and ambitions and 
the machine scans its database 
for a match. 
0 Consumer groups demand the recall of Olestra from the market, or at 
least the adoption of strict guidelines as to its use, after thousands of 
people become sick from eating the popular fat substitute. However, 
studies suggest that chips made with Olestra do not cause greater 
stomach problems than regular chips. 
0 PlayStation's" "Crash Bandicoot: WARPED" 
supersedes its popular predecessors. Also new 
is Crash's sister Coco who gallops along the 
Great Wall of China and cruises through 
enemy-infested waters. 
I WANT YOU 
0 In December, Selective Service 
activates online registration. 
Eighteen-year-olds can now 
register instantly instead of 
filling out forms at the post 
office that take two to three 
months to process. 
L 
:) As the need for toll-free 
numbers greatly increases, 
the 887 prefix joins the 800 
and 888 prefixes already in use. 
0 A sleek, redesigned version 
of the '60s Volkswagen Beetle 
enters the market. Despite 
a May 1998 recall for wiring 
problems, the New Beetle 
is wildly popular. 
C Cargo pants invade 
stores and become 
the must-have 
piece of apparel 
for teens across 
the nation. 
0 Pilates, a low-impact fonn of exercise that uses 
unique equipment and deep stretching techniques, 
becomes popular with men and women. 
Butterflies and dragonflies are the hot 
motif in the fashion world appearing on 
everything from clothes and bags to 
hair accessories and jewelry. 
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For $20-30 a day, trained professionals at 
dog and cat day cares will play with, read 
to, feed and pamper pets in their care. 
Rollerblade introduces durable, all-terrain 
in-line skates that can traverse dirt paths 
and rocky trails. The large-wheeled skates 
retail for a cool $600. 
Mr. Payroll is the first ATM that can 
cash a check - even for someone 
without a bank account. The machine 
"memorizes" facial features and 
matches them with a social security 
number to verify the user's identity. 
' JJ.L3 
() NBC's "Frasier" makes history 
by winning its llfth consecutive 
outstanding comedy series 
award at the 50th annual Emmy 
Awards. Kelsey Grammer, in the 
title role, wins his third Emmy 
as best comedy actor. 
I 
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0 Heartthrob George Clooney announces 1998-99 
will be his last s~ason on NBC's award-winning 
television drama, "ER." 
~ 1'r•il RnmPr, ~ h~ntl.hplrf mnnnt~in 
bike racing game, uses motion 
sensors to tum comers and jump 
hills and water pits. Crashes make 
the handlebars vibrate. 
Adam Sandler stars 
in the surprise hit The 
Waterboy, which earns a 
record $39.1 million in its 
0 Britain's best Scrabble players commemorate the 
popular board game's 50th anniversary in October 
by playing in London's Wembley Stadium using 
letter tiles the size of dining tables. 
0 In November, ABC's "Spin City" star Michael J. 
Fox, 37, reveals he has Parkinson's disease. 
Fox underwent brain surgery in March 1998 in 
an attempt to relieve severe tremors. 
0 Karl Malone and Dennis Rodman 
face off in a World Championship 
Wrestling tag-team match. The 
event pits Rodman and Hollywood 
Hulk Hogan against Malone and 
Diamond Dallas Page. 
:) Walt Disney's A 
Bug's Life is one of 
at least 15 animated 
feature films that 
will flood the 
nation's theaters in 
the next two years. 
0 Players of Vertical Reality, a combination video game 
and amusement ride, shoot at moving targets on a 
24-foot-tall screen and sit in chairs that rise with 
each successful hit. The winner rides to the top 
for a grand view. 
iYo Quiero 
Taco Belir 
0 Taco Bell's talking Chihuahua 
becomes a favorite teen 
advertising icon and sparks a 
surge of interest in the breed. g 
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C In June, Keiko 
arrives in his native 
Iceland to begin his 
assimilation to his 
new surroundings. 
The move concludes 
a four-year campaign 
to release the 
five-ton star of the 
movie Free Willy. 
0 In May 1998, the much-anticipated movie Godzilla 
opens to disappointing reviews and box office 
numbers. The epic leaves theaters quickly. 
C The wildly popular stars of The WB network's 
"Dawson's Creek" hit the big screen, filming 
eight feature films during hiatus. Magazine 
covers by TV Guide, Seventeen and Interview 
fuel the craze. 
C The coming-of-age 
drama "Felicity" 
quickly gains 
popularity w1th 
trrn~ Thf' W~ 
snow t'IWOIVM 
around a young 
woman and her 
new experiences 
at college. 
0 Actor Rick Schroder replaces Jimmy Smits 
on ABC's "NYPD Blue." The fate of Smits' 
character in his last episode -he dies 
when a heart transplant fails - became 
a source of nationwide speculation. 
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:) Thanks in part to their 42-city tour, 
The Backstreet Boys' self-titled album 
sells nine million copies making it the 
third best-selling album 
of the year. 
C Alanis Morissette's new album, 
Supposed Former Infatuation 
Junkie, is released in November 
and vaults to No. 1. The album 
sells 169,000 copies in the 
fll~l weelt 
0 The Dixie Chicks' Wide Open Spaces is the fastest-selling debut 
album by a country music group. The group wins the Vocal Group 
of the Year award from the Country Music Association. 
C In January 1999, the 
group 'N Sync wins 
Favorite New Pop/Rock 
Atll~~ aLllte AwetiL<ill 
Mustc Awards. 
C Nineteen-year-old Usher is named Billboard Music Awards' Artist 
of the Year and R&B Artist of the Year. Touring with Janet Jackson 
and making television and movie appearances has heightened 
Usher's popularity. 
0 Sharp and Sony introduce portable 
MiniDisc recorders. This digital 
alternative to audiocassettes records 
customized music compilations and 
doesn't skip when bumped. 
0 Spice Girl Geri Halliwell, better 
known as Ginger Spice, announces 
in May 1998 that she is leaving the 
popular group for creative reasons. 
:) Swing dancing makes 
a big comeback with 
the help of music from 
bands like Cherry Poppin' 
Daddies (shown) and the 
Hrian !)elzer Orchestra. 
:) Monica is the only 
artist in 1998 with two 
No. 1 hits on the 
Billboard Hot I 00, 
including "The 
First Night" and "The 
Boy Is Mine," a duet 
she sings with Brandy. 
c The popularity of 
Lauryn Hill's album 
The Miseducation 
of Lauryn Hill leads 
to 10 Grammy 
nommabons, the 
most for any female 
artist in history. 
Hill kicks off a 
worldwide tour in 
January 1999. 
C Shania Twain wins the 
Favorite Female Country 
Artist award at the American 
Music Awards and receives 
six Urammy nominations. 
0 Jewel scores on two fronts. Her book of poetry, 
A Night Without Armor, makes the New York 
Times best-seller list, and her album, Spirit, is 
released in November. 
C Ni\talie lrnbrulllia wins Breakthroul!h Mist 
honors at the MTV Video Music Awards in 
September. Her album, Left of the Middle, 
features hits "Torn" and "Wishing I Was There." 
F I ash 
c Aerosmith's 
"I Don't Want to 
Miss a Thing," 
from the movie 
Armageddon, 
hP.r.omes the 
group's first single 
to hit No. I on 
the Billboard Hot 
100 charts. 
0 In November, Garth Brooks' new album Double Live enjoys 
first-day sales of over 500,000 copies, the industry's best 
one-day tally. Brooks makes special TV and Wal-Mart 
closed-circuit TV appearances to promote the release. 
Psychologists discover a connection 
between musical training and verbal 
memory Children trained to play a musical 
instrument grow up to have 16 percent 
better word memory than other adu'ts. 
Movie soundtracks account for nearly 
half of the Gold and Platinum certilication. 
Some of the top soundtracks include 
Titanic and Retum to Titanic, City of 
Angels, Armageddon, Hope Floats, 
Dr. Doolinle and The Wedding Singer. 
Whitney Houston s My Love Is Your Love 
is her first stud :l album In eight years. 
The album includes the hit duet with 
Martah C:nev entitled "When You Believe:· 
Actor/rapper Will Smith wins three 
American Music Awards, including 
Favorite Pop/Rock Album, Favorite 
Soui!R&B Album and Favorite Soui!R&B 
Male Artist. 
Sport 
C Sang Lan, China's 17-year-old gymnastics champion, breaks 
two vertebrae during a vault at the Goodwill Games in July, 
leaving her paralyzed from the chest down. 
0 Skiboards, short skis with twin tips that 
allow fonvard and backward jumping, 
debut in competition at the 1998 ESPN 
Winter X Games. 
large-format sports magazine, 
ESPN The Magazine, to compete 
with Sports Illustrated. 
<) On January 4, 1999, Tennessee beats Florida State University 
23-16 at the Fiesta Bowl in Arizona to win the national championship. 
It 1S the first year of the Bowl Championship Senes, created to ensure 
that the highest ranked college teams nationally meet in a bowl game. 
0 Defending champion Detroit Red Wings win the 1998 Stanley 
Cup championship, beating the Washington Capitals 4-1. 
u~feMemAn VladiMir Mnsranttnov, severely tnjurea tn a car 
accident after last year's Stanley Cup win, joins the celebration. 
ABC's Lesley Visser 
becomes the first 
woman to report from 
the sidelines during 
"Monday Night FootbaU," 
the 1~~g ~uper Bowl, the 
NCAA Final Pour and NFL 
playoff games. 
0 Jeff Gordon wins the NASCAR Winston Cup 
for a second year in a row. Cordon, 27, is 
the youngest driver to win three Winston 
Cup championships. 
0 Flamboyant sprinter Florence 
Griffith Joyner (PioJo), triple 
gold medalist at the 1988 
Olympics. dies at age 38 in her 
sleep, ol sutfocation during an 
epileptic seizure. 
::> ln a 4-0 sweep against 
the San Diego Padres, 
the New York Yankees 
win the 1998 World Series 
to claim their 24th 
championship. The 
Yankees' 125 total 
victories is a modem 
baseball record. 
The defending champion 
Denver Broncos meet the 
upstart Atlanta Falcons 
at Super Bowl XXXIII in 
Miami. The Broncos 
win 34-19. 
::> Golfer Casey Martin, who 
suffers from a circulatory 
disorder in his right leg, 
wins a lawsuit allowing him 
to use a cart during PGA 
and Nike golf tournaments. 
C Olym1Jic gymuasl 
Duwiui4Ul Mu1.o..1!!lU 
is declared a legal 
~rlnlt ~ftpr ~ninO hPr 
parents, alleging they 
squandered her 
earnings and 
oppressed her for 
years. Later, Moceanu 
is granted a protective 
order against her 
father for stalking her. 
~ PhotM:ric Risbers 
C Lindsay Davenport, 
22, defeats Martina 
Hingis in the U.S. 
Open in September 
and becomes the 
No. 1-ranked player 
in the world. 
0 In July, France beats Brazil 3-0 to win its first 
World Cup soccer title. During celebrations, a 
motorist drives through the crowd on the 
Champs-Eiysees and injures 60 people. 
~ Phot~ick Bol>mer 
C St. Loui~ Cardinal Mark McGwirc hits 
home run number 62 on September 8, 
breaking the record set by Koger Maris 
in 1961. McGwire ends the season 
Wtlli /U hort'u~ runs. 
CD 
Otr 3ejiltillLtt 13, 
Sammy Sosa of the 
Chicago Cubs also 
breaks Roger Maris' 
record with his single-
season 62nd home run. 
Sosa ends the season 
with 66 home runs. 
0 The Chicago Bulls capture their sixth NBA 
championship by beating the Utah Jazz 
87-86 in game six. Michael Jordan earns the 
Finals MVP award. In January 1999, Jordan 
announces his retirement from the NBA 
ends his 16-year streak of 2,632 
consecutive baseball games played 
by withdrawing himself from the 
Baltimore lineup for that night. 
NBA owners impose a lockout on July 1 
that causes almost half the '98 ·'99 
basketball season to be lost. The after 13 seasons. 
labor dispute is settled on January 6. 
Tennis star Pete Sampras wins his fifth 
Wimbledon title and remains the 
world's No. 1 player for a record sixth 
straight year, breaking Jimmy Connors' 
mark for consecutive seasons on top . 
The NFL season is plagued with 
controversial and incorrect calls. 
Instant replay is not reinstated, but 
coin toss procedures are implemented. 
:) Fifty-six-year-old Linda McCartney, 
photographer, animal rights 
activist and wife of famed Beatie 
Paul, dies of breast cancer on 
Aprill7, 1998. 
0 Hirofumi "The Tokyo Terror" 
Nakajima (right), reigning world 
hot dog eating champion, eats 19 
hot dogs and buns in 12 minutes 
to win the annual Nathan's 
Famous Fourth of July Hot Dog 
Eating Contest. 
0 Miss Virginia Nicole Johnson is crowned Miss America 1999 in 
Atlantic City. The 24-year-old diabetic wears an insulin pump on 
her hip and plans to spotlight diabetes awareness during her reign. 
C After dropping out of the 
third grade in 1902 to 
care for her II younger 
siblings, retired nanny 
and housekeeper 
Eugenie Garside 
finally receives her 
high school diploma 
at age 98. 
Olympic gold medalist 
figure skater Tara 
Lipinski takes part in 
an anti-tobacco rally 
with area school 
children on Capitol 
Hill in May 1998. The 
rally is sponsored by 
the Campaign for 
Tobacco-Free Kids. 
C Beloved puppeteer Shari Lewis 
dies of cancer on August 2. 
Her creations include her 
trademark Lamb Chop, Hush 
Puppy and Charlie Horse. 
Seventeen-year-old Katie Hnida is 
named Chatfield Senior High School's 
Homecoming Queen as well as starting 
kicker for the varsity football team. The 
No. 1-ranked kicker in the state of 
Colorado, Hnida hopes to play Division I 
college football next year. 
C NBC's "News Radio" 
star and former 
"Saturday Night Live" 
cast member Phil 
Hartman dies from 
a gunshot wound 
inflicted by his wife 
in May 1998. 
mannequin to his high school prom. 
He names her Jen, picks out her 
dress and corsage and arrives In 
a limousine. 
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